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Dr. Frederick D. Terry,
Elected President,
Rotary Club
Of Downtown
St. Petersburg

birthday this year. In prepara
tion for the new position, Terry
attended several training
sessions including sessions in
Hudson and Orlando, as well
as the International Rotary
Convention held in Los
Angeles. Terry represented his
club and was accompanied by
his wife Maxine at the five day
convention. There were more
than 20,000 attendees from
145 countries. The LA Times
newspaper congratulated the
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Quince Taking Gavel
As Florida Chief Justice

Peggy Quince fakes the center seat at fhe Florida Supreme Court
as she became Florida's fifty-third chief justice on Friday, June 27,2008 in Tallahassee, Florida

Rev. Dr. Frederick D. Terry

ST. PETERSBURG The Rev. Dr. Frederick D.
Terry became the second
African American elected
president of the Rotary Club of
Downtown St. Petersburg.
The position became effective
July 1 and will end June 30,
2009. Terry joined Rotary in
1994, sponsored by Dr. Leo
Nussbaum. Since joining, the
newly elected president has
served as chairperson of the
Invocation Committee and a
member of the Music
Committee. Rotary International
is celebrating its lOOth

ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA
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BY BILL KACZOR
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER
TALLAHASSEE (AP) Peggy Quince said she’ll focus
on budget problems, bias,
mentally ill prisoners and foster
children after receiving the
gavel Friday as the first black
woman to head Florida’s court
system.
Quince, 60, became the
Florida Supreme Court’s 53rd
chiefjustice to the applause of a
packed courtroom. The crowd
included family and friends
from as far back as her days in
segregated schools in her native

Virginia.
The biggest challenge going
into her two-year term will be
coping with budget cuts that
have slashed court system
spending by nearly $44 million,
or about 9 percent, in the past 12
months.
Falling tax revenue caused
by a depressed economy has
resulted in budget cuts of more
than $5 billion across state gov
ernment in that span.
Quince said if the court
system, which represents less
than one percent of the overall
state budget, receives any more
cuts it’ll mean backlogs for low-

priority cases such as foreclo
sures, which have mushroomed
because the nation’s credit
crisis.
"We must and we can, with
the help of everyone, make sure
the court system has the funding
that it needs so that every citizen
and every kind of case that
comes before the court can be
taken care of effectively and
efficiently,” Quince said.
Florida Bar president Jay
White said he’s committed to
working with Quince to find a
permanent funding source for
the courts. While gasoline taxes
are committed to road building

and utility taxes to school con
struction, the courts must
compete with other agencies for
general revenue.
Quince announced she’s
already created a task force to
compile oral and written
.histories of black lawyers in
Florida. She said she hopes the
history will help overcome a
perception of bias in the state’s
court system identified in a
recent report by a Supreme
Court panel on bias and
fairness.

QUINCE
continued on pg. 9

St. Petersburg Native,
Marreese Speights,
Drafted By The 76ers
BYDANGELSTON
AP SPORTS WRITER
PHILADELPHIA (AP) -The
76ers needed only one up-close
look at forward Marreese
Speights to know they had their
man.
The Sixers selected Speights
with the l6th pick in the NBA
draft Thursday night, bolstering
their frontcourt depth and giving
the playoff team one more
pivotal piece as they try to return
to elite status.
“We felt we were going to
get a big guy and we got the
player we wanted,” said Sixers
president Ed Stefanski.
Florida's Marreese Speights
(34) goes up for two points
against Auburn's Matt Heramb

Speights, 6-foot-10, 245
pounds, averaged 14.5 points
and 8.1 rebounds last season as a
sophomore at Florida. He was an
early-entry candidate and the
Sixers hope he can play both
power forward and center.
The Sixers will be patient
with Speights and expect to use
him as backup behind either
center Samuel Dalembert or
power forward Reggie Evans.
“We don’t see him as a major
impact this year; we hope next
year he’ll be able to get more
playing time,” said Sixers
assistant general manager Tony
DiLeo. “We’re hoping by next
year he can play major minutes.”

SPEIGHTS
continued on pg. 10
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Wildwood Recreation Center Summer Camp Participants
Enjoy Pre-4th Of July Family Fun Day
Youth participants in The
Wildwood Recreation Center
Summer Camp came together at
the Dell zHolmes Park on
Tuesday, July 1, to celebrate the
upcoming Fourth of July
Holiday. Dell Holmes Park is
located along the north shores
of Lake Maggiore, 2741 22nd
St. S. in St, Petersburg.
The 20 acre park features:

accessible, lighted fitness trail, a
fishing pier, gazebo, picnic
shelters with grills, restrooms, a
golf driving range and putting
green, year-round fishing in
Lake Maggiore and shadecovered boundless playground.
The park is open 30 minutes
before sunrise until 30 minutes
after sunset every day.
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Spike Lee Completing Documentaries
BY A. PETER BAn.F.Y
NNPA COLUMNIST

While in Washington,
D.C. recently to receive the
Guggenheim Symposium Award,
Spike Lee announced he has two
documentaries and one full-length
movie due out in the next few
months. The documentaries are on
basketball
superstars,
Michael
Jordan and Kobe Bryant; the movie
on black soldiers in World War II.
The award honors filmmakers
“whose work captures current
events, frames history and inspired
audiences.” No documentary does
this more eloquently, powerfully
and movingly than Spike’s “4 Little
Girls,” which was shown during the
AFI Silver/Discovery Channel
Documentary
Festival
that
coincided with Spike’s visit.
With compelling, riveting, soul
stirring dialogue and camera work,
Spike documents, for eternity, the
lynching of these four girls by
racists during the civil rights battles
in Birmingham. For me that was an
unforgettable act by the bombers
and by numerous public officials
and other whites in Birmingham
who, I am willing to bet, knew by

the next day the names of the killers.
Yet it was 14 years later before
anyone was arrested.
Spike
deserves props for documenting the
horrific attack. Lest we forget, 2008
marks the 45th anniversary year of
the lynching of Denise McNair,
Addie Mae Collins, Cynthia
Wesley, and Carole Robertson. But
we probably can’t make too much
of it because to do so might scare
whites folks away from supporting
Obama.
Before dealing with a problem,
it is important to analyze it thor
oughly and accurately. We seem
unwilling to do that when it comes
to the serious problem of too many
black-on-black
homicides
in
numerous urban areas. Without
claiming any sense of infallibility, I
offer the following ways to analyze
and develop solutions to the
problem:
First of all, it is not a case of
black males just randomly killing
each other as is too often projected.
That is too broad a stroke. The
reality is a situation where, in over
whelming numbers, low-income
black males are killing other lowincome black males and in many, if
not most, instances the killer and the

victim knew each other. So the
question becomes how does one
stop people who know each other
from killing each other?
Another reality is that the over
whelming number of killers and
victims are the sons, grandsons,
nephews, cousins, uncles, friends of
people who live in the area where
most of the killings occur. It is not a
case, in most instances, of strangers
coming into an area and killing
people, as is often projected by
people interviewed after the
killings. Again, how does one deal
with this?
One of the most effective
arguments made to young men
during the Malcolm X days in the
Nation of Islam (NOI) was to tell
them that by wreaking havoc in
their own neighborhoods, they, in
effect, had become active allies of
those forces out to exploit or destroy
black communities. It was a very
potent argument that changed the
lives of many young men. Why isn’t
that argument being used just as
forcefully today? It’s probably
because it requires at least some
element of black nationalism and
integration-obsessed black liberals,
black
conservatives,
black

Democrats and black Republicans
are scared to death of any approach
which has the slightest suggestion
ofblack nationalism.
When analyzing the current
situation among too many young
black thugs and wannabe thugs, it is
crucial to remember that they are, in
fact, quintessential Americans,
products, not ofblack culture but of
an American culture that consistent
ly bombard them with movies, tele
vision programs, video games,
music lyrics that glorify violence
and sexual irresponsibility. Since
we control a minute number of
those instruments for propagating
violence, we should not accept the
blame for what they produce. We
should make every effort to disrupt
the messages being sent to our
children through “The Godfather,”
“The
Sopranos,”
“American
Gangster,” “Scarface,” and dozens
of others that have a devastating
influence on our young people.
This is our responsibility.
Though we don’t control the
weapons of mass mind destruction,
we as a group of people, pay a
heavy cost for their destructiveness.
It will be a difficult but not impossi
ble task.

The Work Of Our Own Hands
■KS

BY JAMES CLINGMAN
NNPA COLUMNIST

Can you imagine
someone becoming a judge, a jour
nalist, a businessman, and a
physician, all in one lifetime? Seldom
do we hear of a person with such
varied credentials, much less
someone who is educated in more
than one area. Martin Delany was
such a man. Bom in 1812, Delany
moved through several careers,
including a stint as a U.S. Army
Officer.
This
intelligent,
conscious,
nationalistic black man accomplished
more in his 73 years on this earth than
a dozen ofus accomplish collectively.
He, along with many other black
people during his time, such as
William Wells-Brown, Frederick
Douglass, and Maria Stewart, under
stood and acted upon the reality that if
black people were going to be suc
cessful in this country it would be by
the work of their own hands.
Our ancestors did what they had
they to do to take care of themselves,
their families, and one another
because they knew help was not on
die way from those who ruled this
country. Delany was a positive
example of a man who acted upon the

reality of life in America for people of
African descent.
Despite being bom a free man,
Delany still understood his obligation
to his people, free and enslaved. He
did not consider himself so privileged
that he turned his back on his less
fortunate brothers and sisters.
Having
attended
Harvard
Medical School, he did not look
down his nose at black folks who
were not educated. He rallied his
personal resources, both intellectual
and financial, to help his people,
which became his life’s work. He
founded a black newspaper, The
Mystery, and later partnered with
Frederick
Douglass
and
his
newspaper, The North Star, prior to
studying medicine.
Delany promoted self-determina
tion for African-Americans and
advocated for a separate nation for
blacks outside the United States. His
seminal work, The Condition,
Elevation, Emigration, and Destiny
of the Colored People of the United
States is to this day a lesson in selfdetermination
and
self-reliance
among black people.
Delany’s life pursuits and accom
plishments were not unique. During
the l800’s and early l900’s there
were many other black people whose

What are your opinions on
The Weekly Challenged

knowledge and acumen spanned
from construction to business to
medicine to writing to agriculture.
Why? They understood that only by
the work of their own hands would
they succeed.
What are the lessons for us
today? What lessons in Delany’s life
can we share with our children?
Independence, self-reliance, national
ist-thinking, and understanding that
to whom much is given much is
required, are good places to start. We
should also teach our youth that no
matter their station in life, no matter
their resources, no matter the barriers
they face, they can make it. And last
but not least, we should teach them
about the legacy left by their
ancestors, and instill in them the fact
that they are standing on the
shoulders of strong determined black
people; therefore, they have an obli
gation that rises far above selfaggrandizement and self-absorption.
As I have said many times, all the
lessons we need, all the knowledge
we need to succeed in this country
and in this world as it exists today, lies
in the accomplishments of our
ancestors, especially in the area of
economic
empowerment.
The
“struggles” we face today pale in
comparison to what our people went

through during their early existence

in America: So let’s stop the negative
behavior and get busy with a lot more
positive behavior, heeding the lessons
along the way.
Marcus Garvey said, “The negro
must be up and doing if he will break
down the prejudice of the rest of the
world. We must strike out for
ourselves in the course of material
achievement, and by our own effort
and energy present to the world those
forces by which the progress of man
is judged.” Garvey also admonished,
“Whatsoever you want in life you
must make up your mind to do it for
yourself and accomplish it for
yourself, and then God will bless the
effort, because He will realize that
you are using your intelligence for the
best.”
Now to whom are you going to
listen? Marcus Garvey, Martin
Delany, Ida B. Wells, Maria Stewart?
Or, will you follow those who would
keep you in one place, doing one
thing, and never reaching your full
potential? Who knows? Maybe you
or your child could be the next
Delany — multi-talented, multiskilled, and determined to use your
resources to help black people. If our
ancestors could do it in the l800’s
surely we can do even more today.
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Pinellas County Urban League’s
Career Connection Center

Community Shows Outpouring
Of Support For 9-Year-Old
Burn Victim Makiela Pressley
BY NICOLE HAWTHORNE

BY KATRISA B. WINSTON

Job Searching...
Where Do I Start?
After you have developed your resume,
the following steps are vital to your success in
finding suitable employment. First, scan
through the “want ads” in your local
newspaper daily to identify employers that
are currently hiring. Isolate the job postings
that best match the skills you possess or can
easily leam if given the opportunity. Most
often, the job description details the skills,
knowledge, and abilities that are required to
fill the position. Once you have isolated the
jobs that match your qualifications, revise
your resume and use some of the key terms
used in the job description. Always state the
truth on your resume and application. If you
state untruths you will soon be out of a job. It
is wise to review each job description and
adjust your resume so that you convey to the
employer that you possess the skills that he or
she needs to fill the position.
Unfortunately, not all jobs are advertised
in the local newspapers. Some businesses list
job openings internally; therefore, the only
people that would be aware of job openings
would be individuals working for that partic
ular company. Therefore, it is wise to tell
everyone you know that you are looking for
work. You would be surprised at the number
of individuals that have used networking
among their family members, friends, and
associates-that are employed today. Also,
remember visit each company’s Web site to
see if there are additional openings that are
unadvertised.
Also, search key job Internet websites to
increase your employment opportunities.
Some of the more popular job sites include:
www.hotjobs.com;www.careerbuilders.com;
and www.monsters.com. Of course, there are
many Internet search engines available to
assist you in finding employment. Remember
keep a positive attitude even in the current job

market as small businesses continue to
employ the largest number of employees in
the workforce. Also, don’t overlook the
smaller businesses to increase your employ
ment options.
Quick Tips for Job Searching

- Check out “want ads” in local newspapers.
- Isolate jobs you can do.
- Review job description.
- Revise resume - use words from the job
description.
- Networking - tell everyone you are looking
for employment.
-Visit company Web sites to familiarize
yourself with the business.
- Search job Internet Web sites and company
Web sites for possible openings.
- Include reputable small businesses as an
option.
Hot Jobs

- Customer Service/Sales - telephone
- School Crossing Guards
- Lighting Sub-contractor
- RN’s and CNA’s
- Sales Associates - FiOS packages
- Event Sales Representatives - Flexible
Schedule
-CPP Counselor - Individual and Group
- Corrections Tech - Supervising Resident
- Maintenance Tech 1 - General Facility
Maintenance
- Floor Care Worker - vinyl and carpet
Drug screening and background checks
are required for most positions.
For more information contact the Pinellas
County Urban League’s - Career Connection
Center, located at 333 3lst St. N.; St.
Petersburg, Florida, 33713 or call 727-3272081. The Pinellas County Urban League
promotes equal opportunities for all cultures,
but does not guarantee employment.

Filled with the affection and
love of a family reunion, the
gathering together of the com
munities of Largo, Clearwater,
St. Petersburg, Bradenton, and
Tampa, to benefit 9-Year-Old
Makiela Pressley who sustained
bums on over 54 percent of her
body from a house fire on
February 23, was anything but
solemn.
“I’m in a black and white
suit and I’m not at a funeral ...
it’s a blessing that we ain’t at no
funeral
on
a
Saturday,”
announced Johnie Helm of The
International Free and Accepted
Modem Masons Inc.
On Saturday, June 28, at
Shiloh
Missionary
Baptist
Church in Largo, there was an
explosion of gospel singing,
praise dancing, foot stomping,
body rocking,
and Word
speaking, resounding through

out the sanctuary. Makiela and
her family were front and center
engulfed in this outpouring of
encouragement and support.
“We took it upon ourselves
to help her because we know
what they (family) would be
going through,” said Helm.
Janice Johnson Martin of
the Order of the Eastern Star
came up with the idea for the
fund-raiser and solicited the
help of Elder Al Baldwin of
1340 WTAN to help to pull it all
together.
“We want all the churches to
look out for this family ... I just
feel like it is not about black and
white, it could have been my
child, anybody’s child. People
hear about it and say oh that’s so
sad, but we need to do
something about it, something
positive,” said Martin.
With thoughts of children
everywhere at swimming pools,
summer camps, and sleep overs,

Baldwin was moved with com
passion for Makiela.
“What touched me the most
is that of her injuries she may
never be able to accomplish
some of the goals and dreams
that she once had,” said
Baldwin.
The program listed some of
Makiela’s favorite things such
as pink her favorite color,
Keisha Cole her favorite singer,
Hannah Montana her favorite
television show and grandmas
cooking her favorite food.
Makiela left the program with
an abundance of these gifts. On
Monday, June 30, Makiela
returned to Shriners Hospitals
for Children-Cincinnati for
further surgeries and medical
treatment. The program raised
$4,370. If anyone would like to
be of further help they can mail
a check payable to Makiela
Pressley to any Fifth Third
bank.
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You love choices! With the latest shades,
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just for you. Call me today to find more ways
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community news
Senator Joyner Receives
3 Awards For Legislative Achievement

Senator Arthenia L Joyner

Sen. Arthenia L. Joyner (DTampa) was recently honored
with three different awards for
her service during the 2008
Legislative Session.
Joyner
received the Florida Bar’s
Leadership Award in recogni
tion of her advocacy for the
funding of Florida’s state
courts system. As vice chair of
the Senate Criminal and Civil
Justice
Appropriations
Committee, Joyner kept adequate
funding for the courts at the

forefront of appropriations discus
sions.
The Florida Association of
Counties awarded Joyner with
The County Champion Award.
This award is given when a leg
islator demonstrates support
and understanding of county
issues. Joyner was honored
with the award because of her
advocacy for judicial funding,
her support of evidence-based
juvenile justice reform, and her
opposition to legislation which
would have preempted local
environmental and land use
regulations.
Derrick Brooks Charities
in Tampa and the Florida
Consortium of Urban League
Affiliates (Pinellas, Miami,
Broward,
Palm
Beach,
Orlando, Jacksonville and
Tallahassee) and the Black on

Black Crime Prevention and
Youth Crime Prevention and
Intervention Programs recog
nized Joyner for her continued
support of legislation that
offers education and awareness
that will ultimately prevent and
reduce crime in the black
community. Darryl Daniels of
Derrick Brooks Charities said
“Senator Joyner, like other leg
islators, is concerned with
crime in our communities;
however, she realizes it will
take educational programs,
training, and awareness to
prevent crime. Furthermore,
she believes that there should
be reentry programs for exoffenders to transition back
into society once they have
paid their debt to society. Her
holistic approach to these
issues was the reason we

honored her with the Public
Service Leadership Award.”
Upon receiving the three
different
awards,
Joyner
commented “I am honored to
be recognized for my hard
work during the Legislative
Session and I will continue to
advocate for local issues and
seek funding for crucial
programs such as juvenile
justice reform and our state
courts system. I am also glad
to have participated in the
Black
on
Black
Crime
Prevention
Program,
an
endeavor which is essential to
the
harmony
of
our
community.”
Sen. Arthenia L. Joyner
represents Senate District 18,
an area that encompasses
portions
of Hillsborough,
Manatee and Pinellas counties.

Downtown Traffic Advisory
For Friday, July 4th Celebration
ST. PETERSBURG - With
large crowds expected at the
Fourth of July celebration
throughout downtown, trans
portation officials announce that
the Looper Trolley will be
operating its regular service
route on Friday, July 4, from 5
p.m. to midnight. Two trolley
vehicles will be operating,
increasing the stop frequency to
every 10 minutes and the
regular Looper Trolley fare of
25 cents will be in effect. (The
fare is 10 cents for seniors,
disabled or Medicare card
holders; age five and under ride
free).
The 21-minute fireworks
display is scheduled to start at 9
p.m., weather permitting. The
fireworks can start as early at
8:30 p.m. or as late as 10 p.m.
due to impending weather con
ditions. Other vantage points to
view fireworks are North Shore
Park and Albert Whitted Park.
Officials remind the public

that no alcohol and no personal
fireworks will be allowed in
public parks.
Entertainment at The Pier
starts at 2 p.m., with family
activities and live music on the
Waterside Courtyard stage by
the “Rhythm Method” band
from 2 to 5 p.m. and “Suncoast
Band” from 6 to 10 p.m. In
addition, US 103.5 FM presents
live entertainment in North
Straub Park starting at 2 p.m.
including
a
SOCOM
Paratroopers demonstration at
7:30 p.m. and musical guests,
“Trailer Choir,” performing live
at 8 p.m.
While there are plenty of
city-owned as well as private
parking lots, downtown visitors
are encouraged to arrive early
and anticipate heavy traffic
volume before and after the
fireworks start.
Additional information for
downtown visitors, motorists
and bicyclists:

- All city-owned parking
facilities will be charging an
event rate of $ 10 in the evening,
except for the Mahaffey Theater
Parking, which will be offering
a reduced rate of $6.
- Accessible parking for the
disabled is offered in every cityowned parking facility and
additional groups of disabledonly parking will be marked on
Beach Drive available on a firstcome, first-served basis.
- Downtown guests are
encouraged to ride their bikes
downtown and take advantage
of the dozens of bicycle racks
set up throughout downtown. In
addition, special event bicycle
parking areas will be available
along Bayshore Drive.
- For a downtown map
showing both the Looper
service and downtown parking
locations, view www.loopertrolley.com on the Web for
additional information.
Downtown visitors should

also be aware of these addition
al activities on Friday, July 4:
- The Get Down Town/First
Friday jazz street festival is free,
sponsored by the Breakfast
Optimist Club. Central will be
blocked off between Second St.
and Third St. from 5 to 10 p.m.
- The Rays vs. Royals game
at Tropicana Field begins at
5:10 p.m.
- The Mahaffey Theater
hosts the Miss Florida Pageant
preliminary competition from 2
to 5 p.m. (note: Miss Florida
Outstanding Teen Finals and
Miss Florida Finals will be
Saturday, July 5 at 7 and 8 p.m.)
- The weekly St. Pete
Shuffle takes place at the St.
Pete Shuffleboard Courts, 7 to
11 p.m.
- The Museum of Fine Arts
hosts a Fourth of July USO
Party and Friday Jazz Series
Concert with Dan McMillion
Orchestra, 6 to 9 p.m.
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Publix,
Friday, July 4 - Fireworks highlight the July 4th festivities
on St. Petersburg's downtown waterfront. A 21-minute
display is scheduled to start at 9 p.m., weather permitting.
Details in editorial to the left.
Friday, July 4 - The City of Gulfport has many fun events
planned throughout the day for people of all ages with a
fireworks display at 9 p.m., co-sponsored by Stetson
College of Law and Boca Ciega Yacht Club. For informa
tion, go to www.ci.gulfport.fl.us/City_Calendar/Events.htm.
Wednesday to Saturday, July 2 to 5 - Miss Florida
Outstanding Teen and Miss Florida Pageant, Progress
Center for the Arts' Mahaffey Theater, 400 1st St. S. Wed.
at 7:30 p.m. preliminary competition, Thurs. at 7:30 p.m.
preliminary competition, Fri. at 2:00 p.m. preliminary com
petition and Sat. at 7 p.m. Miss Florida Outstanding Teen
finals and at 8 p.m. Miss Florida finals, www.missflorida.org,
www.mahaffeytheater.com 727-892-5767.
Thursday, July 5 - Survey Mark Hunting - FISH-ful
Saturday, The Pier Aquarium, 800 2nd Ave. N.E. noon to 2
p.m. www.pieraquarium.org or 727-895-7437.
Friday, July 6 - Share the Road Ride, North Shore Pool. 7
a.m. Organized 10, 20, 40 60- mile bike ride to promote
bicycle awareness and safety, www.sharetheroadride.com
or 727-582-1910.
Sunday, July 8 - The quarterly meeting for Churches
United for Healthy Congregations will be held at 6 p.m. at
the James B. Sanderlin Neighborhood Center, 2335 22nd
Ave. So., St. Petersburg. Call 727-321 -9444 for information.

ROTARY

members and a retention rate of
95 percent, promote community
outreach by building wheelchair
ramps, working with Rotaract
Clubs and embrace the drive to
eradicate polio throughout the
world. Terry has a long history
of being active in the
community and has served as
trustee and member of
numerous boards; Salvation
Army, Help-A-Child Foundation
and Association of Smaller
Congregations-South Atlantic
Synod. He is presently a trustee
at Eckerd College, Bayfront
Health Systems, Bay Pines
Research Foundation and
serving as support Chaplain for
the United States Armed
Services conducting military
funerals. Terry is an honorably
retired Presbyterian minister,
retired Chief of Chaplains-Bay
Pines VA Medical Center and
retired Chaplain Colonel
USAR. He is married to Maxine
and they are the parents of three
children and four grandchildren.

continuedfrom front page
world wide organization for its
steadfast commitments to
benefit humanity by working to
eradicate polio throughout the
world, improve literacy, provide
access to safe water and
promote understanding in the
world. It was announced Bill
Gates Sr. contributed 100
million dollars for a matching
grant to challenging Rotaries
Polio Fund. Presently there are
33,000 clubs worldwide in over
100 countries. As Terry assumes
his office, he will be leading a
club of 140 members of busi
nesspersons and community
leaders. There are 27 different
sub committees whose activities
will be coordinated on a
monthly basis. The national
Rotary theme for the year is
“making dreams real.” In the
plans of the president there are
many dreams which he has for
the club. Among them are:
increase membership by 50
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community news
Cororo unity

BY JEANIE BLUE

BY LUCIUS GANTT
I like Barack Obama and just like the
majority of other African-Americans, I will
probably vote for him in the November
elections. However, I, unlike my brothers and
sisters, will not depend on the Democratic
nominee for president of the United States to
save me from economic exploitation, social
degradation and cultural deprivation!
There are a lot of good things Obama can do
if and when he is elected and there are just as
many things that he will not be able to do once
he occupies the White House.
As commander in chief, the president has
immense powers in the area of foreign affairs,
world trade and global humanitarianism. As
president, I expect Obama to have an immediate
impact on America’s relations with other gov
ernments. Domestically, I hope I’m wrong but I
think the Obama presidency will mirror the
Obama campaign for president. He will have
few black advisors, few black professionals sur
rounding him and few, if any, black men and
black women in critical decision making
positions.
Having worked in politics more than half of
my life, I know how politics can affect people
who choose a political career. To me, politics is
like crack cocaine, people who are involved
with either thing are oftentimes changed dramat
ically! You can take a good guy, or girl, that
loves and respects their families and neighbors,
give them some crack and watch them deterio
rate, steal from Mom and Dad and lie to their
closest friends. You can also have a loyal, trust
worthy friend that is responsible and dependable
that enters the political world that will flip on
you better than the best Olympic gymnast! More

often than not, politicians turn on their friends
and families and show more love and apprecia
tion to their financial contributors, campaign
staffers and political strategists.

Perhaps, Obama will be different than other
black elected officials in the United States. Time
will tell if Obama will be more like Maynard
Jackson and less like Marion Barry. Maybe,
he’ll be more like Harold Washington and less
like Kwame Kilpatrick. I would be happy if
Obama carried himself politically like the great
stateswoman Shirley Chisolm.
Year after year, and this year will be no
different, black voters have been told if they
vote for the black candidate, things will be better
for black people.
Well, we’ve elected black political leaders
in Atlanta, Detroit, Washington, D.C.,
Birmingham, New York and also in smaller
cities like Savannah and Tallahassee. What do
we have to show for it? Some say a bunch of
Uncle Toms and Aunt Jemimas who try hard to
shun their blackness in an attempt to please as
many non-blacks as possible. Don’t take my
word for it but it may be safe to assume that
black citizens catch more hell in communities
led by elected officials of color than they do in
Idaho or Alaska which has very few blacks in
office!
Before and after election day, Barack
Obama needs our help, our prayers and our
support. God is on the side of the oppressed and
not on the side of the devilish international and
local oppressors! Continue to love, support and
vote for your favorite candidate but please don’t
raise your hopes too high. Depend on yourself.
Depend on your community to rise where you
need to rise. It’s easy to change presidents but
very difficult to change a corrupt political
system!
(Gantt’s new book “Beast Too: Dead Man
Writing” is coming soon and will be illustrated
by Lance Scurvin. Contact Lucius at www.allworldconsultants.net)

New Dropoff Boxes For Mail
Ballots Makes Voting Easier
BY DEBORAH CLARK
PINELLAS COUNTY
SUPERVISOR OF
ELECTIONS
Voting by mail just got easier
in Pinellas County. Not only can
you vote in the comfort of your
home, but you can drop off your
ballot at more than a dozen
locations throughout the county.
Voters sometimes choose not
to mail back their voted ballots;
instead, they drop off their ballots
at one of the Election offices:
County Courthouse, Room 117,
315 Court St., Clearwater;
Election Service Center, 13001
Starkey Rd., Largo; or County
Building, 501 lst Ave. N., St.
Petersburg.
Now, voters who choose to
vote by mail will have at least 11
other locations to drop off their
ballots beginning with the
August 26 Primary Election:
- Five of the Tax Collector
offices: 743 S. Pinellas Ave.,
Tarpon Springs; 29399 US 19 N.
(near Curlew), Clearwater; 1663
Gulf-to-Bay Blvd., Clearwater;
1800 66th St. N., St. Petersburg;

and 1067 62nd Ave. S., St.
Petersburg.
- Palm Harbor Community
Activity Center, 1500 l6th St.,
Palm Harbor
- Public libraries in East
Lake, Oldsmar, Seminole and
Pinellas Park, and the James
Weldon Johnson Branch Library
in St. Petersburg.
These locations are opera
tional from August 11 through 23
during their regular business
hours; some locations are open
Saturdays. Voters will be notified
of all dropoff locations, along
with dates and times of operation,
in their mail ballot instructions.
Remember: all voters in
Pinellas Comity will be using
paper ballots beginning with the
August 26 Primary Election, as
mandated by the
Florida
Legislature in House Bill 537.
Mail ballots have always been
paper ballots, so voters who have
opted to vote by mail have
already had a preview of how we
will all vote beginning in August.
Please note that any regis
tered voter may vote by mail in
Florida. To request a ballot, call

the Supervisor of Elections office
at (727) 464-6788 and request
that a ballot be mailed to you.
State law how allows you to
request mailed ballots for up to
two federal general election
cycles after your request is
received.
When you receive your
ballot kit in the mail, vote the
ballot according to the instruc
tions provided. With the new
voting system, the ballots look
slightly different. Be sure to com
pletely fill in the ovals next to all
of your selections.
If you are not dropping off
the ballot at one of the locations
mentioned above, you will need
to stamp the pre-addressed
envelope and mail it back to the
Elections office.
All ballots must be received
by 7 p.m. on Election Day.
Ballots may not be dropped off at
a polling place. All accepted mail
ballots are included in election
night results.
Voting by mail is even easier
now and can fit anyone’s
schedule, no matter where you
expect to be on Election Day.

Voter Registration Deadlines
A Reminder From Pinellas County Supervisor of Elections DEBORAH CLARK

Deadline to register for August 26,2008 Primary is July 28.2008
Deadline to register for NoVember 4,2008
General Election is October 6,2008

DMAC And Citizens Request
Accountability Report Of
Funds Distributed For
Academic Improvement For
The Disadvantaged
ST. PETERSBURG - Before they could
finish their slideshow presentation and
provide time allotted for questions and
answers, the audience of concerned parents

Audience members listen to
others speak about Title 1 funds

act was established to close the achievement
gap established between minority and non
minority children and between the disadvan
taged and their more advantaged peers
(www.ed.gov).
“The school-based Title 1 budget is based
on the comprehensive needs assessment
provided by each school, which includes
parental involvment and approval with the
district oversight,” Mary Conage with
Pinellas County District said. “It’s the princi
pals discretion of how to use funds for Title 1
funded personnel,” she added. In Pinellas
Coimty there are currently 51 schools with
Title 1 funds allocated for intervention units,
instructional coaches, and family and
community liasons.
The report was informational, but didn’t
cover what DMAC members had asked of the
Pinellas County Board.
“The reason we asked for this report on
Title 1 is because this program has been in
existence for many years and funds being dis
tributed with no response in the way of
accountability,” Adrian Helm, DMAC’s
president stated. She added that between 2006

and citizens raised their hands and fielded
questions and concerns to Pinellas County
School Board presenters at the District
Monitoring Advisory Committee meeting
held on June 26, at Tyrone Elementary
School.
Audience and DMAC members expressed
several concerns, including Title
1 funds being used at specific
schools to pay vendors for
services such as tutoring, but no
tracking report or progress
accountability
of
vendors;
concerns about the income
guideline that allows for students
to access the services provided
through Title 1; and why Title 1
funds are distributed to private
schools at a per student rate
versus in the public schools
where funds are distributed in a
school-wide competitve way.
Left to right, Dr. Barbara Hires and
“Why the discretion between
Mrs. Doretha Jackson, PCSD
students in public school versus
private school, where public school students
and 2007, DMAC asked the PCSD for an
have to compete for Title 1 funds in a school accounting of the one percent of Title 1 funds
wide competitve way and private school
(allocated for parental involvement), so they
students don’t?” Sami Scott, DMAC member could see how the money was spent.
asked. “How do you distinguish between the
“This report doesn’t do it,” Helm said.
students?”
“The data provided does not report on the dis
Title 1 of the Elementary and Secondary advantaged classifed by race with the focus
Education Act of 1965 (20 U.S. C. 6301
being on the achievement and success of
et.seq.) was established to ensure that all African-American students.”
children have a fair, equal, and significant
In addition, it was revealed during the
opportunity to obtain a high-quality education meeting that the Parent Advocacy Program
and reach, at a minimum, proficiency on chal part of the parental involvement budget has
lenging state academic achievement standards been cut.
“It was 15 years ago when the Parental
Advocacy Program was funded to advocate
for families in Pinellas County Schools and
since that time 20,000 families have been
served, Doretha Jackson said. Jackson is the
Community and Family Relations supervisor
for the Pinellas County School District and
has been with the program since its inception.
Adrian Helms, DMAC president
We have helped to provide a better overall
and state academic assessments. The constitu
educational experience for Pinellas County
tional amendment continues with this
students with results indicated by higher
purpose and can be accomplished by ensuring student achievement levels and increases in
quality academic assessments, accountability self discipline.”
systems, teacher preparation and training, cur
The meeting continued with questions and
riculum and instructional material, measuring concerns from the audience, with everyone
progress against common expectations for appearing dissatisfied with responses from the
student academic achievement. It was
PCSD representatives. They promised to
designed to meet the educational needs of provide additional information to the
low-achieving children in high-poverty committee.
schools, Limited English Speaking children,
We 11 get the information you requested
migratory children, disabled children, Indian to you,” Barbara Hires stated. “We responded
children, delinquent children and young to what DMAC asked us for. We're not trying
children in need of reading assistance. This to hide anything.”
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ENTERTAINMENT
The 2008 Essence
Music Festival

Rick G^ 4

JAZZ
JAMM
T-Bone Hamilton Keeps Jazz Alive!
Ever since the Ringside Cafe
terminated its weekly jam
sessions, most jazz musicians in
the Tampa Bay area have been
looking for someplace to jam.
Well, fellow musicians look no
more. Tom “T-Bone” Hamilton
has resolved our problem, and
has created one of the hottest and
hippest jam sessions going on
today.
The jam session begins at 8
p.m., every Tuesday night at the
Coconuts Comedy Club, 2950
Gulf To
Bay
Boulevard,
Clearwater.
Whether or not
you’re coming just to listen or to
play, get there early for a good
seat or to warm-up. And, don’t
worry about eating dinner before
you come, because the club
serves up some great treats. To
name only a few, and believe me
this is the short list. They serve
four types of hot dogs; regular,
Cheese, Chili, and Kraut. In fact,
you can order a combination of
either. They have fresh cut raw
vegetables that you can dip, or
you may be in the mood for moz
zarella sticks, crispy onion rings,
battered mushrooms or potato
skins. It’s all there, and all
absolutely delicious. Personally,
I prefer the boneless wings or a
burger patty melt with grilled
onions. Usually, I top it off with
a slice of New York Style
Cheesecake. Oomph! Here Tam
wondering why I’m putting on
all this weight.

Thus, while enjoying a fine
fare of great snack foods, you’ll
also enjoy a host of jazz
musicians testing their musical
skills with their peers; some
fantastic, and some not so
fantastic. That’s what a jam
session is all about...jazz
musicians working at their craft
honing their skills.
The
supporting
cast,
sometimes referred to as the
“rhythm section,” is comprised
of three of the best jazz artists in
town. Stretch Bruyn absolutely
cooks on piano. He is the current
pianist for the popular Dave
Reinhardt Group, and he’s also
the house pianist at the Vinoy
Hotel, downtown St. Pete. On
drums, there’s Fred Edinborgh
who I first met three plus years
ago.
At that time, he was
keeping everyone in place and
time with his fine drumming.
Fred also performed as part of
the rhythm section at the
Ringside Cafe jam sessions.
And then, there’s my main man
Tom Hamilton, who is known to
his friends as “T-Bone.” He’s the
one that has been talking about
putting together a jam session,
and has stepped up to the plate
and done just that...a jam
session every Tuesday night! “TBone” is the leader and bassist
for the Tom Hamilton Trio. He
was out front as leader for the
popular jazz group
“The
Swinging Johnsons” (That’s

when I met him at the Pier four
years ago).
“T-Bone” is currently the co
leader of “The Hamilton-Harris
Project.”
Musicians who are interest
ed in testing their musical skills
are welcome to participate in
these swinging jam sessions.
For the newbie’s, it’s an opportu
nity to leam from and perform
with three of the best jazz
musicians in the Tampa Bay
area. For the more experienced,
it’s an opportunity to work out
any
wrinkles
in
your
playing...and to have some fun.
However, for those musicians
who do not have experience
jammin’, here are a few tips
taken from a Jazz Jamm
(February 2008) “Preparation Is
The Key” article: “... leam a
tune from top to bottom (melody,
bridge, ending), sideways, up
and down, and any other way
possible. Whenever possible,
pick up your instrument and play
the tune. First play it as written.
Then play
each measure
backwards. Track the tune by
playing the first note of each
chord in each measure, while
listening to the changes and
memorizing them. When com
fortable with the melody, make
up “licks” in each measure.” Be
patient, don’t get upset if more
experience players are givey
priority.. .watch, listen and leam.
You’ll do just fine! Don’t forget

NEW YORK - The l4th
annual Essence Music Festival
presented by Coca-Cola will
celebrate another momentous
year in New Orleans this July 4,
5 and 6 with the biggest names
in entertainment and the
nation’s most influential
speakers, artists, authors and
leaders. The Essence Music
Festival is the nation’s largest
annual gathering of AfricanAmerican music and culture;
featuring an unprecedented
three days of cultural celebra
tions
and
empowerment
seminars and three nights of
performances by some of
today’s greatest AfricanAmerican artists.
Performing
on
the
mainstage at the Louisiana
Superdome: Kanye West; Mary
J. Blige; Chris Brown; Rihanna;
Chris Rock; Keyshia Cole; Jill
Scott; Maze featuring Frankie
Beverly; Morris Day & The
Time; LL Cool J; J. Holiday;
Musiq; plus, a star-studded cel
ebration of living legend Patti
LaBelle
featuring original
LaBelle members Sarah Dash
and Nona Hendryx and more!
It was more than 30 years
ago in New Orleans, when Patti
Labelle, Sarah Dash and Nona
Hendryx, recorded their famous
hit,
“Lady
Marmalade,”
produced
by
legendary
musician Allan Touissant. The
trio is set to record a new CD
this fall and the Festival will be
their first performance together
before they go on tour.
Running concurrently with
the mainstage performances
in the Superdome’s four

Tom Hamilton, bass

to say hello when you see me
there eating my wings and
sipping a cold one.
Remember to “Keep Jazz
Alive” by “Supporting Live Jazz!”
Jazz fans - do you have any
feedback? I would like to hear from
YOU! You may visit my Web site
at: rickgeesjazzjamm.com or email
me at JazzJamm@aol.com You
may also mail your letters to Rick
Gee’s Jazz Jamm, c/o The Weekly
Challenger, 2500 ML King St, S.,
St. Petersburg, FL 33705.

CORRECTION TO LAST WEEKS
CAPTION: Andrew
Maldonado on conga

Superlounges are shows by
some of today’s rising stars,
living legends and New Orleans
hometown favorites.
“The
Essence
Music
Festival is truly the ultimate
party weekend this Fourth of
July; celebrating black culture
with an unparalleled combina
tion of music, arts, and
empowerment,” says Michelle
Ebanks, president, Essence
Communications Inc.
“We have an extraordinary
line-up of A-List talent in the
Louisiana Superdome and the
daytime Essence Empowerment
Seminars are covering the
issues
impacting
our
community with critical exami
nation, motivation and inspira
tion.”
Essence Empowerment
Seminars will host three full
days of free and open-to-thepublic socio-political dialogue,
spiritual inspiration and motiva
tion led by dynamic speakers
at the Ernest N. Morial
Convention Center. In addition,
the Festival’s daytime offerings
also include the Essence
Marketplace, a showcase of
quality fine arts and crafts
by African-American vendors
from all over the world. The
Ernest N. Morial Convention
Center will also feature interac
tive sponsor presentations,
celebrity meet-and-greets,
Festival souvenirs and a book
fair with author book signings.
The Essence Music Festival
started in 1995 as a one-time
event to celebrate the 25th
Anniversary of ESSENCE
magazine.
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CHALLENGER SPORTS
Day After Draft, Michael Beasley
Meets The Heat

Michael Beasley

BY TIM REYNOLDS
MIAMI (AP) - By now,
those who know anything about
Michael Beasley probably are
aware ofhis mischievous side.
The stories of his many
transgressions are well-known.
He filled a teammate's shoes
with toothpaste. He cut off a
kindergarten classmate's pigtail.
He hid his grandmother's
dentures. And most recently,
he's a suspect in the investiga
tion to determine who doused
his sister's dinner earlier this
week with hot sauce.
Not exactly stuff that makes
him Public Enemy No. 1.
“You know,” he said, an
eyebrow raised, “I'm a kid.”
The Miami Heat hope to
watch him become a man.
Beasley arrived in Miami
on Friday, one night after the
Heat used the No. 2 pick in the
NBA draft on the scoring
machine who left Kansas State
after averaging 26.2 points and
12.4 rebounds in his lone season
there. He got the ultra-redcarpet treatment Miami gives to
few, the sort of welcome from

team president Pat Riley that
only the likes of Shaquille
O'Neal, Eddie Jones and Brian
Grant received for their South
Beach arrivals.
“We will never draft a No. 1
or a No. 2 again because we're
going to win,” Riley said.
“There will be no more lottery
picks, we hope, in your career,
Michael. And I can assure you
that we are on the right path
with that specific goal.”
Beasley wore a gray suit,
took a seat on the dais and spent
more than a minute looking
around the arena's rafters,
mouth slightly open. He was
fidgety and seemed even a tiny
bit overwhelmed when 150
Heat employees in the stands
gave him a raucous ovation.
“How's everyone doing?”
Beasley asked them, waving his
left hand.
“Better now,” one yelled
back.
Beasley has said he prides
himself on being cool and
collected, yet acknowledged
Friday that, even though the
draft is over, he's still battling
nerves.
“All my thoughts are just in
a whirlwind right now,” Beasley
said. “Is this real? I'm kind of
scared of what's coming next....
I knew that I might have been
the No. 1 or No. 2 pick for a
long time, but reality has set in.
My life is changing dramatical
ly. So I am a little surprised that
I am this nervous.”

He'll make $3.6 million as a
rookie with the Heat, much
more in endorsements and be
asked to help Dwyane Wade
turn Miami's
first-to-worst
fortunes around.
He shrugged that off.
Playing the game is the easy
part, he says, then points out he
has plenty to prove.
“On the court and off,”
Beasley said, “I have a large
chip on my shoulder.”
And really, why shouldn't
he?
Beasley's mother, Fatima
Smith, said seeing her son get
chosen second didn't matter to
her.
“He was picked No. 1,”
Smith said, pointing to a Heat
logo. “He was their No. 1 pick.”
Miami is vowing to do all it
can to help Beasley acclimate to
South Beach, one of the hottest
of America's hotspots. It's a
tempting place for anyone, not
just instant millionaires who
feel like they're on top of the
world.
Daequan Cook knows what
it's like to be a teenager who
ends up going to the Heat in the
first round of the NBA draft.
That was his path a year ago.
His message for Beasley is
simple.
“Stay humble,” Cook said.
“Because a lot of players are not
going to respect you automati
cally."
For weeks, Beasley heard
about all his purported “issues,”

and cringed when reminded that
the final days of the draft were
laden with reports that the Heat
didn't want to take him because
they weren't enthralled with his
supposed character flaws.
Those stories were all based
on unnamed sources, and all
were strongly denied by the
Heat, a tightlipped organization
that wasn't talking publicly at all
and had at least one executive
calling the tales “absurd.”
Still, though Riley told
Beasley to ignore whatever he
was hearing, it all stung the 19year-old.
“He has a love for the game
that is unlike any other,”
Shingler said. “Heat fans need
to know that they're getting a
kid that has faced so much
adversity and has accomplished
so much in a short life and has a
caring and loving heart. He
cares. He's committed. He won't
let the Heat down.”
He'll look for a house, meet
new teammates, have his first
Cuban sandwich and visit some
haunts that his college coach
Frank Martin — a Miami native
and one of Heat forward Udonis
Haslem's former high school
coaches at Miami High recom
mended.
But mostly, he's just looking
forward to playing.
“It all worked out for the
better,” Beasley said. “Now I
just have to prove to every team,
every coach, that I am the best
player in this draft.”

Inbee Park The Youngest Winner
Of U.S. Women's Open

Inbee Park

BY DOUG FERGUSON
EDINA, Minn. (AP) - Inbee
Park woke up in the middle of
the night 10 years ago when she
heard cheering from the living
room of her tiny apartment
outside Seoul.
Her parents were up at 3
a.m. to watch Se Ri Pak
become the first South Korean
and the youngest winner of the
U.S. Women's Open. The 9year-old girl sat down with
them to watch, half asleep, but
definitely paying attention.
“When she made a putt,
they were screaming,” Park
said. “So I really could not
sleep.”
Two days later, she placed
her tiny hands around a golf
club for the first time.
On Sunday, Park wrapped
hands around the biggest trophy
in women's golf, capturing the
U.S.
Women's
Open
at
Interlachen with bogey-free
golf over the final 10 holes as
everyone else melted away.
“I didn't know anything
about golf back then, but I was
watching her,” Park said. “It

was very impressive for a little really, that's very impressive for
girl. I just thought that I could a 19-year-old. She's going to
win a lot more.”
do it, too."
No one imagined the only
Two weeks shy of her 20th
birthday, Park replaced Pak as drama on the back nine would
the youngest Women's Open come from Annika Sorenstam,
champion. She pulled away who was never in contention
with crucial putts on three competing in her final Women's
straight holes, two birdies and Open before retirement at the
one par early on the back nine end of the season.
Her final shot was a 6-iron
and added a final birdie for a 2under 71 and a four-shot from 199 yards that tumbled
victory over Helen Alfredsson.
into the cup for eagle.
“Leaving with another
Park was the only player in
the final nine groups to break great memory, that's for sure,”
par. She finished at 9-under 283 Sorenstam said after closing
and earned $585,000, then got with a 78 to finish 12 shots
soaked at the end of a sunny behind in a tie for 24th. “Maybe
afternoon when Jeong Jang and not the one I had in mind, but
I.K. Kim rushed onto the green I'll take it.”
Such highlights were rare
and doused her with beer.
for
everyone
else.
“Really, I can't believe I
Park was the only player to
just did this, especially with all
these big names on the trophy break par all four days at
that have been very, very suc Interlachen, a course that
cessful with the golf,” Park showed its strength in the final
said, gazing at the silver cham round with 20 mph wind that
pionship trophy. “Hopefully, I'll made it tough to keep on the
put a couple of my names on right side of the hole.
Park became the third
there. It will be great.”
It was a shocker for player in the last six years to
everyone else, but for different make the U.S. Women's Open
her first LPGA Tour victory,
reasons.
Alfredsson began the final and it was reminiscent of Birdie
round tied with Park, two shots Kim's victory three years ago at
minus the
out of the lead and hopeful she Cherry Hills,
could finally atone for her dramatic bunker shot for birdie
collapse 14 years ago in the on the 72nd hole.
There were so many possi
Women's Open, took 35 putts in
bilities for great story lines
her final round of 75.
“She played fantastic,” said going into the final round.
Alfredsson, who played with Lewis and her remarkable
' Park. “She was very calm, recovery from back surgery that
never changed anything. And almost ended her career before

she got to college; Creamer,
looking poised to finally get a
major to go with her marketing
campaign; Alfredsson finally
hopeful of U.S. Open redemp
tion at 43.
Instead, it was Park who
stole the show by simply
playing the best golf.
Equipped with a two-shot
lead when Lewis bogeyed the
eighth and ninth, Park poured it
on with a lO-foot birdie on the
llth, saving par from the
bunker with an 8-foot putt on
No. 12, and a 6-foot birdie on
the l3th.
“Everything happened so
fast. It's scary,” Park said. “I
really tried to stay calm, but it
was so exciting, I couldn't do it.
This is my day.”
Park continued internation
al dominance of the LPGA
majors, as Americans have won
only six of the last 31.
Lorena Ochoa of Mexico,
who had finished no worse than
third in the last four majors and
won two of them, never got on
track at Interlachen and closed
with a 74 to tie for 3lst.
Park's mother, Song Kim,
was with her at Interlachen, but
her father could not make it.
“My dad almost was going
to fly to this event yesterday,
but I'm like, ‘No, it's OK. Stay
home, you can watch TV’”
Just like he was doing 10
years ago, only this time
watching his daughter become
the youngest Open champion.

Have any questions or comments
about TWC Sports? Please Email us at

sports@theweeklychallenger.com

Lightning Hires Barry
Melrose As Coach

Barry Melrose

BY FRED GOODALL
TAMPA (AP) - Barry
Melrose figures there's at least
one advantage to joining a team
with the worst record in hockey.
“We finished last,” he said
Tuesday after giving up the
broadcast booth for a shot at
turning
the
Tampa
Bay
Lightning around. “The good
news about coaching is I can
only go up. I can only improve
next year.”
With a lineup that includes
All-Star Vincent Lecavalier and
former NHL MVP and scoring
champion Martin St. Louis, it's
not unreasonable to expect the
team to make strides under
Melrose in a hurry.
The coach will also have No.
1 draft pick Steve Stamkos to
work with, and the Lightning's
new owners vow to do their part
by being aggressive in free
agency.
“We do have a good group
here, an underrated group,”
Melrose said of the roster he
inherits from John Tortorella,
who was fired after Tampa Bay
missed the playoffs for the first
time since 2002.
“Vinny is one of the fiyebest pla.f^sO M^$tiHd. Marty
St. Louis his passion, his speed,
his courage, what a role model
for Stamkos coming in.... We've
got some young defensemen that
need to mature. But you look at

the other defenses in the NHL,
this defense is OK.”
Melrose
estimates
he
watched about 90 percent of
Tampa Bay's games on TV last
season. What he saw was a team
that lost its zest under the harddriving Tortorella, who led the
club to its only Stanley Cup title
four years ago.
The consolation for finishing
a league-worst 31-42-9 was
gaining the opportunity to select
the talented Stamkos in last
weekend's draft.
“I think what happened here
is just a group that lost their
passion in the second part of the
season. That's why you win,”
Melrose said. “You outwork
other teams, you out-want other
teams. When you lose that fire
and lose that passion, it's very
hard to compete in the NHL.”
Two of Melrose's assistants
will be Rick Tocchet and Wes
Walz.
The
Lightning
are
pursuing a third.
A major priority next season
will be improving defensively.
“I believe in effort. I believe
in energy. I believe in speed. I
believe in aggression. I believe
in letting guys be creative, using
their imagination,” Melrose said.
“I give them a lot of
freedom. All I ask in return is
that they compete defensively.
Most people love playing for me.
The guys who don't love playing
for me usually you don't want
being on your team anyway.”
Melrose
coached
Los
Angeles from 1992-95. In his
first ^a^)n^*Jh^; helped the
Wayne Gretzky-led Kings to the
Stanley Cup finals, where they
lost to the Montreal Canadiens.
He spent the past 12 years at
ESPN.

Goodell Wants To
Change Pay Scale
CHAUTAUQUA,
N.Y.
(AP) - National Football League
commissioner Roger Goodell
said it's “ridiculous” to reward
untested first-year players with
lucrative contracts, and wants
the issue addressed in contract
talks.
“There's something wrong
about the system,” Goodell said
Friday. “The money should go
to people who perform.”
“Now, with the economics
where they are, the conse
quences if you don't evaluate
that player, you can lose a sig
nificant amount of money.”
“And that money is not
going to players that are per
forming. It's going to a player
that never makes it in the NFL.
And I think that's ridiculous.”
Goodell said he favors
lowering salaries offered to
rookies,
but
allowing
a
provision for those players to

renegotiate their deals after
proving themselves on the field.
His statement was greeted
by a long round of applause
from the estimated crowd of
2,000 inside the amphitheater.
Speaking to reporters before
his appearance, Goodell said he
plans to open negotiations with
the players union on a revamped
labor deal this fall. He's listened
to concerns from all 32 owners
in meetings over the past month.
Goodell said the key need is
to have the NFL Players'
Association
appreciate
the
financial challenges owners face
with rising stadium construction
costs and a faltering economy.
Those issues were not anticipat
ed in the previous collective bar
gaining
agreement,
which
provided players a 60 percent
share of the league's gross
revenues.

Bucs Graham Gets
Contract Extension
TAMPA - The Tampa Bay
Buccaneers
announced
on
Monday a contract extension for
running back Earnest Graham,
who enjoyed a career season in
2007.
Graham, 28, who filled the
void last season left by injuries
to Camell Williams and Michael
Pittman, rushed for 898 yards on
222 carries, scoring 10 touch
downs. He was also a threat out
of the backfield, catching 49

passes for 328 yards.
He scored a touchdown and
totalled
90
rushing
and
receiving yards in the team's
playoff loss to eventual Super
Bowl champion New York
Giants.
The five-foot-nine 220pound back signed as a free
agent with Tampa Bay in 2003
after gaining 3,065 rushing
yards at the University of
Florida.
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STATE NEWS
Florida School Receives
Good News On Accreditation
BY BRENT KALLESTAD
TALLAHASSEE (AP) After a year of uncertainty,
Florida
A&M
University
regained
its
accreditation
Thursday from the Southern
Association of Colleges and
Schools,
school President
James Ammons said.
“Probation
has
been
lifted,” said Ammons, who
inherited the SACS sanctions
when he took over last July at
the state’s lone public histori
cally black college. “We have
preserved this institution’s
legacy for generations to
come.”
FAMU officials planned an
outdoor celebration to accompany
Ammons’ announcement, but a
summer thunderstorm scattered
scores of loyalists who
gathered to applaud the good
news.
“Working collectively, the
board and President Ammons
have removed the last obstacle
from FAMU’s most recent
darkest days,” said Alvin
Bryant, chairman of the
school’s National Alumni
Association.
Ammons was informed
formally of the Atlanta-based
SACS
decision
earlier
Thursday in a phone call.

SACS
President
Belle
Wheelan applauded FAMU for
its efforts to comply with its
standards.
In June 2007, SACS
stripped the university of its
accreditation for a series of
rule violations - most resulting
from FAMU’s inability to
account for millions of dollars
of inventory and some contrac
tual
arrangements
made
without proper approval.
SACS, in business since
1895, accredits roughly 800
colleges and universities in 11
Southern states and some in
Latin America.
FAMU students would
have been ineligible for federal
financial aid if the school were
dropped from association’s
membership and lost its
accreditation.
Bookkeeping issues have
long haunted the university.
The National
Science
Foundation threatened in 2005
to stop all its federal grants to
Florida A&M if it didn’t
quickly solve its financial
problems. The school eventu
ally reached a settlement.
Also in recent years, some
administrators, professors and
students were paid late because
of accounting errors, and a
former football coach was

Attorney General
Bill McCollum
Florida A&M University
President James Ammons

ordered to stay home during
recruiting season because there
wasn’t enough money for
traveling.
In 2005, an audit said the
U.S. Department of Education
found that FAMU was not
complying with regulations for
federal aid. The vast majority
of the school’s students receive
financial aid.
A legislatively created task
force reported Wednesday that
the school’s longtime account
ing and payroll issues are now
mostly running smoothly.
Despite
the
ominous
lightning and thunder on
Thursday, Ammons said the
school’s dark days are over.
“This is a great day,” he
said. “FAMU is in good
hands.”

Immigration Activist
Says Family Being Punished
BY LAURA WIDESMUNOZ
MIAMI
(AP)
- An
Ecuadorean college student
who alleges her relatives were
targeted
for
deportation
because of her immigration
activism said Friday they are
again being punished by being
placed into an expanded house
arrest program.
Gabriela Pacheco’s father
and sister were ordered to wear
ankle bracelets to monitor their
movements.
Pacheco said her mother
and another sister, who is
seven months pregnant, were
initially told they must also
wear the monitors, but officials
changed their minds at the last
minute because of health
concerns.
Under the monitoring
program, immigration authori
ties are alerted if individuals
leave their homes for unautho
rized reasons.

QUINCE
continuedfrom front page
"When people really get
to know each other and under
stand something about other
groups then we don’t allow
ourselves to succumb to the
stereotyping that we hear,” she
said.
The survey of court partic
ipants found racial and ethnic
minorities,
women,
the
disabled and gays do not
always feel that they receive
bias-free
treatment
from
judges
and
other
court
personnel.
"You may lose, but you
should still come before our
court system feeling that you
have been treated fairly,” she
said.

Attorney General Heralds New
Law To Combat Gang Activity

Pacheco’s family over
stayed their U.S. visas and
were detained during a 2006
raid at their home, months
after a series of immigration
protests swept across the
country against a stringent
immigration bill that later
failed in Congress.
“It’s like they are being
punished for doing the right
thing, for showing up,” said
Pacheco who has long spoken
out in favor of a path to legal
ization for immigrants, espe
cially students.
She maintains her constitu
tional rights were violated
when her family was detained,
because it was an effort to
silence her for her outspoken
stance.
Immigration and Customs
Enforcement officials said
they decided to implement the
monitoring program this week
for the Pachecos to ensure their
compliance after a “thorough
review” of the case.

“Ms. Gaby Pacheco’s past
statements had no effect on
ICE’s decision to begin
removal proceedings against
the other members of the
Pacheco family, nor the
decision to supervise them,”
ICE spokeswoman Barbara
Gonzalez said in an e-mail
Friday. She noted that more
than 1,000 other individuals in
South Florida also participate
in the monitoring program.
Still, Pacheco’s attorney
Geoffrey Hoffman said he was
surprised that the monitors
would be used so late in the
case. Hoffman added that the
parents recently asked to be
allowed voluntary departure,
but the government refused to
agree.
If they left voluntarily,
they would likely be barred
from the U.S. for 10 years but
could attempt to return legally
after that. The case is on appeal
as the family awaits a judge’s
final order.

She appealed to the state’s
lawyers to volunteer for a state
program that helps foster
children prepare to fend for
themselves when they reach
adulthood at 18.
Quince
said
she’ll
continue efforts by outgoing
Chief Justice R. Fred Lewis to
change the way Florida treats
the mentally ill.
"Our jails and prisons
should not and cannot continue
to be the psychiatric hospitals
that no longer exist,” Quince
said.
Lewis presented the gavel
to Quince. He’ll remain on the
court. The position traditional
ly rotates to the most senior
justice who has not yet held it.
Gov. Lawton Chiles and
Jeb Bush, then governor-elect,

jointly appointed Quince to the
Supreme Court on Dec. 8,
1998, four days before Chiles
died in office.
Quince is the second black
and third woman to serve as
chief justice in Florida.
Her
husband,
Fred
Buckine, also a lawyer,
recalled meeting her in
Washington, D.C., where she
began her career after earning
degrees
from
Howard
University
and
Catholic
University of America.
"Being poor, I thought I’d
get myself a black diamond
because diamonds are very
valuable,”
Buckine
said.
"They’re beautiful, they’re
hard, but they’re always
there.”

TALLAHASSEE - Attorney
General Bill McCollum praised
the signing of a new law that
hammers Florida’s gang crisis
from multiple fronts. The legisla
tion includes tougher penalties,
additional tools for police and
prosecutors, and creative new
ways to disrupt the ability of
gang members to wreak havoc on
neighborhoods.
“This comprehensive new
law
creates
a
statewide
framework for addressing the
gang violence that is destroying
too many Florida neighbor
hoods,” said Attorney General
McCollum, for whom passage of
this legislation was a top priority
during the 2008 Session. “We can
now look forward to driving
gangs out of our state and ulti
mately out of existence.”
Gov. Charlie Crist formally
signed HB 43 in West Palm
Beach today, alongside Attorney
General McCollum, bill sponsors

Sen. Jeff Atwater (R-North Palm
Beach) and Rep. William Snyder
(R-Stuart), and several members
of law enforcement and local
government officials.
Statistics compiled by the
Florida
Department
of
Corrections show at least 1500
individual gangs operating in
Florida, with gang activity
reported in every coimty. Crimes
most frequently committed by
gang members include murder,
armed robbery, narcotics traffick
ing, assault, car-jacking and auto
theft.
“Gang violence has taken too
many lives, destroyed too many
families, and taken too great a toll
on the economy of our great
state,” said Sen. Atwater. “Our
law enforcement and community
partners will now have the tools
they need to help address this
complex problem.”
“Recognizing the magnitude
of the gang crisis in our state is
half the battle,” said Rep. Snyder.
“Now police, prosecutors and
concerned citizens have real
solutions to help us win the war.”
The anti-gang law contains
provisions that target gang
kingpins by making it a firstdegree felony punishable by life
imprisonment
for
directing
criminal gang-related activity.
The law strengthens witness pro
tection laws by using the under

lying criminal act as the starting
benchmark for tampering and
harassment penalties. In addition,
the law makes it a first-degree
felony punishable by life impris
onment for a gang member who
is also a convicted felon to be in
possession of a firearm.
Many of the provisions in
this legislation were based on
recommendations of the 20072008 Statewide Grand Jury,
organized by the Attorney
General’s Office of Statewide
Prosecution. To date, the Grand
Jury has indicted 64 suspected
gang members in several Florida
cities.
Today’s bill signing also
follows last week’s release of the
attorney general’s 2008 Gang
Reduction Strategy, which lays
out a statewide blueprint fof
reducing and ultimately eliminat
ing gangs through the coordinat
ed effort of community and
business groups as well as local,
state and federal partners. The
new law codifies the attorney
general’s Executive Committee
into the Coordinating Council on
Criminal
Gang
Reduction
Strategies, which will now be
responsible for coordinating,
implementing, and measuring the
progress of the strategy.
The anti-gang legislation will
take effect October 1,2008.

Energy, Insurance, Budget
Laws Effective Tuesday
BY BILL KACZOR
TALLAHASSSEE (AP) Power companies in Florida face
limits on greenhouse gases and
hurricane premiums charged by a
state-backed insurer will be frozen
for another year under dozens of
new state laws going into effect
Tuesday.
Other laws will cut state
spending by about $4 billion,
attempt to tamp down the frenzy
over high-stakes testing in public
schools and compensate people
who are wrongly imprisoned.
Another new law will allow
workers and customers to keep
guns in their cars when parked in
lots owned by private and govern
ment employers, but two business
groups are challenging it in
federal court.
At a hearing last week, U.S.
District Judge Robert Hinkle said
the gun law is so badly written that
it’s “stupid,” but he delayed ruling
on a temporary injunction until
mid-July.
The greenhouse gas provision
is part of a new law that will put
many of Gov. Charlie Crist’s
energy and climate change
policies into effect.
“This legislation protects our
natural resources, stimulates our
economy and reduces our depend
ence on foreign oil,” Crist said last
week as he signed the law at a
climate change summit.
It directs state regulators to set
up a cap-and-trade program to
limit carbon dioxide emissions
from power plants. Such gases are
widely suspected of causing
global warming. The state then
could require utilities to pay for
exceeding their limits.
The law will create a commis
sion to help set future energy
policy and strengthen green
building codes and efficiency
standards for appliances. The
approval process for nuclear
power plants will be simplified.

It also directs the state to
develop pollution limits for new
vehicles sold in Florida.
The hurricane insurance law
will extend an existing rate freeze
for 1.2 million customers of
Citizens
Property
Insurance
Corp., Florida’s largest property
insurer, through the end of 2009
instead of this year.
The law also gives state regu
lators more authority over rates
charged by private companies and
allows Citizens to insure homes
valued up to $2 million, twice the
previous limit.
The $66 billion state budget
statute includes spending cuts for
most segments of government,
including public schools, because
tax revenues are falling due to
Florida’s ailing economy.
A far-ranging education
law will reduce the importance
of the Florida Comprehensive
Assessment Test in grading high
schools by including other factors
such as graduation rates and par
ticipation in advanced classes.
Elementary and middle school,
though, will continue to be graded
solely on FCAT scores.
The same law will attempt to
prevent “FCAT frenzy” by
banning such activities as rallies
and practice tests, with some
exceptions, during regular school
hours. It also will delay the exam,
now given in February and
March, by about a month to give
students more time to study.
Third-graders must pass the
FCAT reading exam to get
promoted and high school
students have to pass the reading
and math sections to get a
standard diploma. FCAT scores
also are used to determine which
schools are sanctioned and which
get financial rewards — $85 per
student this year instead of the
usual $100 due to the austere
budget.
Other new education laws
will:

- Establish uniform teacher
ethics rules to replace widely
differing local criteria. A provision
that bans confidential agreements
is designed to prevent teachers
from hiding records of sexual or
physical abuse to get jobs in other
districts.
- Require 30 minutes of con
tinuous exercise daily for elemen
tary students and, starting in the
fall of 2009, daily gym classes in
middle school.
- Allow single-gender classes
and schools.
People proven innocent after
spending time in prison would
automatically get $50,000 for
every year of lost freedom under
another new law. Those with prior
felony convictions, though, are
excluded and will have to seek
compensation
through
the
Legislature.
Other new crime-related laws
will increase penalties for repeat
child molesters and indoor
marijuana growers and make a
hallucinogenic herb called Salvia
divinorum illegal.
An ll-year-old boy, Jack
Davis of Coconut Grove, came up
with the idea for a new law aimed
at encouraging restaurants to
donate leftover food to the needy.
It would prohibit lawsuits against
restaurants if someone gets sick
from the food they donate to
charities and nonprofit organiza
tions.
State symbols are the focus of
a couple other new laws. One des
ignates “Florida — Where the
Sawgrass Meets the Sky” as the
state’s official anthem. Another
will make the Florida cracker
horse, also known as the "marshtackie,” the official state heritage
horse and the loggerhead turtle
Florida’s saltwater reptile.
All new motorcyclists will
have to take a basic rider course
under another law. Previously
only riders under 21 were required
to take the course.
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NATIONAL NEWS
From Sluggish, Tired
And Obese To Healthy,
Tight And Toned: The Positive
Effects Of ‘Downsizing’

Ron Wilson before weight loss.

BY SANDRA JORDAN
SPECIAL TO THE NNPA
ST. LOUIS (NNPA) - “I just
got tired of being tired,” is how
Ron Wilson described the day he
decided to make a healthy
change in his life.
In 2002, after working for
years as a custodian in a North
St. Louis County school district,
in 2002, the 5-foot-7-inch
Wilson was out of a job, out of
energy and crushing the scales at
280 pounds.
“I was about 245 when I was
working — then I got lazy,”
Wilson said, acknowledging that
he was already in “super heavy
weight status” before he was
laid off. He knew his girth and
appetite were out of proportion,
but it took reading between the
lines of the sweet and gentle
response of his wife, Tina
Wilson — to inspire him to take
better care of himself.
“I would ask her, ‘Do you
feel that I’m too big?’ She
would, in a soft way, say ‘kind of
— but I don’t mind,”’ he said.
“It was weighing heavily on my
mind because my whole family
has a history of high blood
pressure and diabetes and
everybody in my family was
overweight.”
With four active young
children, Kalyah, Ronald HI,
Lisa Marie and Darryl, Wilson

Ron Wilson after weight loss.

was having a hard time keeping
up. His body weight turned
simple tasks into short-winded,
complex chores.
“I would have to hold my
breath and count to five to tie my
shoes,” Wilson explained. “If I
didn’t make it, I had to come
back up for air. That’s how bad it
was. I had to make a decision.”
His “decision” included
driving-past rather than drivingin to his beloved fast-food
restaurants, baking rather than
frying foods at home and portion
control. About a month after the
water weight came off, Wilson
started exercising with weights
downstairs in his Spanish Lake
home.
“I wanted to get down to
175. I wanted to be skinny,”
Wilson said. When the weight
wasn’t coming off fast enough,
Wilson said his training-camp
mode kicked in.
“When football season
would start, I would go outside
and start running around. I
would do that every day,”
Wilson said. That was a few
years ago.
Through determination and
personal commitment, Wilson
achieved remarkable results. It
took almost a year-and-a-half to
lose all the weight, but he did it.
He got to his “skinny” weight of
170, thanks to his wife Tina.
“She was my inspiration.

She was my jumpstart by telling
me my belly was just a little too
big,” Wilson said. “The greatest
accomplishment for me is I
wanted to be healthy for my
kids. I want to be around for
them — loving life and more
activites.”
His regimen has changed.
When a new Gold’s Gym
opened up in Florissant, he
joined and works out one-to-two
hours, four mornings a week
before going to work and on
Saturdays. This way, he gets his
exercise and keeps evenings free
for his wife and children.
Since working out at Gold’s,
Wilson said he has “better defi
nition and more muscle tone and
a lot of the things that I couldn’t
do at home, I do it here and I get
better results—strengthening the
weak areas in my workout.”
When Wilson started to
change his lifestyle, he was
wearing size 52 pants. A much
better fit, Wilson now maintains
a healthy weight of 190 and
wears size 36 pants. Former co
workers and people he’s known
for years hardly recognize him.
“A lot of people tell me it
looks like I lost another whole
person,” Wilson said. “My wife
thinks I’m a little conceited
since I lost the weight, but I tell
her, ‘I just want to look good for
you.’”

President Bush Gets Bill
To End Blocks To Mandela
BY WILLIAM C. MANN
WASHINGTON (AP) Congress sent President Bush a
bill on Friday that once signed
into law will allow Nelson
Mandela to visit the United
States without the secretary of
state having to certify that he is
not a terrorist.
Negotiators
from
the
Senate and the House agreed
Thursday night on a final
version of the bill to remove
from U.S. databases the names
of the former South African
president and anybody else
marked only because of a rela
tionship with the African
National Congress.
Secretary
of
State
Condoleezza
Rice told
lawmakers in April that she was
embarrassed by the situation.
The ANC has been South
Africa’s ruling party since the
country’s rebirth in 1994 as a
majority-ruled
democracy
rather than a white-ruled state
where the vote was based on
race. The ANC was removed
from the State Department’s list

of terror organizations years
ago, but its members have
remained on U.S. immigration
watch lists. During the Cold
War, the West considered the
ANC a communist organization
that wanted to bring down proWestern South Africa.
The Mandela situation
came up as Rice testified in a
legislative hearing in April.
“It is frankly a rather
embarrassing matter that I still
have to waive in my own coun
terpart — the foreign minister
of South Africa — not to
mention the great leader,
Nelson Mandela,” Rice said.
Mandela was awarded the
1993 Nobel Peace Prize with
then-South African
Prime
Minister F.W. de Klerk for
peacefully ending the apartheid
segregation
system
and
bringing the vote to all South
Africans. He easily won the
nation’s first election where
everyone could vote in 1993
and became president.
Mandela turns 90 on July
18. He spent 27 years in prison
for his work with the ANC,

which the apartheid govern
ment banned in 1960.
The
State Department
alluded to the sensitivity of the
ANC situation in a report last
year on global terrorism.
In speaking of South
African help against terrorists,
the report noted: “The South
African government is sensitive
to
distinctions
between
‘terrorist organizations’ and
‘liberation movements,’ since
the ruling African National
Congress was long branded a
terrorist group during the
struggle against apartheid.”
Rep. Howard Berman (DCalif.) introduced the bill to
remove the stigma from
Mandela and other ANC
members.
“The Senate and House
have now both affirmed that
America’s place is on the side
of those who fought against
apartheid, and there should be
no discrimination in our legal
code based on their ANC asso
ciation alone,” he said after
announcing agreement on the
final legislation.

New Web Portal Aids Students
In Their College Search
BY LARISA LYNCH
SPECIAL TO THE NNPA
CHICAGO
(NNPA)
College searches may have
gotten a little easier thanks to a
newly developed Web portal that
connects students to colleges and
vice versa.
Educateouryouth.com is an
online resource hub that
puts information on colleges,
financial aid, and careers at
students’ fingertips via the Web
while amassing a directory of
potential students that colleges
can recruit directly.
The Web portal is the brain
child of Emmanuel Jackson,
CEO and chair of EMBRI
International, a Chicago-based
enrollment management service.
For the past seven years, Jackson
has worked to place over 300
students in colleges, but wanted
to do it on a broader basis. The
Internet was the way to go.
“That is where the students
are,” said Jackson, who also
serves as a post-secondary
education consultant at Chicago
Hope Academy, a private West
Side Christian high school.
On average, students get
eight minutes with their coun
selors to talk about college,
Jackson said, citing figures from
the National Association of
College Counselors. But the Web
portal is a virtual college fair in
cyberspace. Both colleges and
students register free on the site.
Students can upload their tran
scripts, GPAs, ACT^ and SAT
scores 6h a searchable database
that colleges can peruse.
Additionally, the Web site
has a section where students can
upload their performance pieces
if they are theatrical arts majors.
Athletes can upload their game
footage and students can do
video bios highlighting their
college and career aspirations.
Also, the portal has links to
little known Web sites such as
Elefoo and Colleges Navigator,
both college search engines.
College Navigator offers a com
prehensive list on enrollment
figures, gender ratio, ethnic com
position and the admission
process.
It also gives retention and
graduation rates, major academic
and athletic programs. There is
also a link to the government’s
Free Application for Federal
Student Aid (FAFSA) Web site

SPEIGHTS
continuedfrom front page
DiLeo said Speights was the
highest-ranked player left on
Philadelphia’s
draft
board.
Speights is a strong post-up
player and has great hands —
two attributes that greatly
wowed the front office during a
workout.
“We’re a running team and
he’s one of the best running big
men in the draft,” DiLeo said.
The 76ers had only one pick
in the two-round draft. DiLeo
said any attempt at moving up in
the draft would have been “too
costly.”
Speights
impressed the
Sixers’ front office, most notably
Stefanski, when he worked out
for them last week. Chairman Ed
Snider and coach Maurice
Cheeks also watched Speights
perform various drills, a sign that
the Sixers were heavily interest
ed in taking him in a draft deep
with quality big men.
They could have brought

Emmanuel Jackson, CEO and chair of EMBRI International

and to Career Voyages, a site
detailing career options.
“The key is to have every
thing here,” Jackson said. “All of
this is important to the prepara
tion, motivation, and matricula
tion process of students going to
college.”
Although launched April
2008, Jackson is still fine tuning
key components. He wants to
include a live online tutoring
page and a jobs center.
Jackson noted that while
every student should go to
college, not every student is
college material. Companies like
Caterpillar have job training
programs for auto-mechanics
that students may be unaware of.
However, the goal is to have
students sign up for the portal as
early as seventh grade. Jackson
believes reaching students early,
colleges can offer tutoring for
those who show a proclivity
for science and engineering.
Colleges, he contends, can mold
students to become engineers
instead of importing them from
other countries.
“If we want better black
students in college, then colleges
can have their talented students
tutor people from seventh grade
to high school,” Jackson said,
added that Educateouryouth.com
is not a social networking site.
Only in its infancy, the portal
has developed a following. The
site has 105 registered users and
several colleges including Rice
College,
Morgan
State
University, Fort Valley State
University, Hampton, Tennessee
State and Howard.
Willie
Hatcher,
who
graduated from Hope Academy,
counts himself as a fan. Hatcher,
who will attend Morgan State

University in the fall, found the
Web portal helpful. The 18-yearold North Lawndale resident
liked the site’s capability to post
video bios. That feature allows
colleges to get to know students
more personally than just words
on paper, Hatcher explained.
“Other than traveling to
schools and meeting with
admission counselors, this would
be a good way ... to see how
(students) present themselves
and their character before sched
uling a meeting,” said Hatcher,
who will be the first in his family
to go to college.
“Colleges basically will get
everything they need when
looking at their profile on the
Internet,” he added.
Chicago Hope Academy
founder and president Robert
Muzikowski was impressed with
the Web portal. The school just
graduated its first senior class of
14. They all uploaded their
profiles to the site.
Muzikowski liked the site
because it is “censored” to block
profanity or racial epithets, and
it’s student-oriented.
“The portal is really going to
help us take our time ... and
match students to the schools
that is best for them with the
financial aid package to get
there,” Muzikowski said. “We
can get students into college, but
paying for it and having them
graduate is a whole another
piece.”
However,
Muzikowski
urged other high school coun
selors to “buy into” the Web
portal because it shouldn’t “be
one more good idea that people
spend a lot of money on to
develop, and it just sits there.”

him back for another look, but
there was no need.
“We saw enough,” Stefanski
said.
Speights was knocked at
Florida for committing silly
fouls, his failure to play defense
all the time and a noticeable lack
of stamina. But he was at his best
down the stretch, scoring in
double figures in each of
Florida’s final 12 games and
grabbing double-digit rebounds
five times over that span.
“I know this is a special
moment for him and I’m
extremely proud of Marreese,”
said
Florida
coach
Billy
Donovan. “He’s joining a
fantastic organization and I wish
him all the best as he continues
his playing career at the next
level.”
He’s the lOth Gator to be a
first-round pick.
Speights averaged 4.2 points
off the bench his freshman
season when Florida won the
national championship.
The newest Sixer wasn’t
immediately made available to

the local media, but he said after
his visit last week that
Philadelphia’s
young
and
athletic roster was a good match
for him.
“They’re a young team that
likes to run, and I like to do
that,” Speights said. “I’d fit in
good with a young team.”
Without a draft lottery
selection or other first-round
picks, the Sixers will have to use
some of that $11 million in
salary cap space this summer to
make additional roster upgrades.
Philadelphia could still go after a
proven starting power forward
via free agency or a trade as it
tries to improve on last year’s
40-42 record.
The Sixers also need a 3point threat to make up for the
midseason trade of Kyle Korver
and possibly another point
guard. Teams can begin negotiat
ing with free agents on July 1
and sign free agents on July 9.
The
$11
million
is
extremely important to us to get
that free agent that we want,”
Stefanski said.
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As American as...

Ooooooo

The Liberty Bell is one of the greatest symbols of America. It rang out for freedom
and liberty for many years. One story tells that the Liberty Bell rang (on July 8,1776) to
announce the first public reading of the Declaration of Independence, which had been
adopted on July 4,1776. But, historians think the bell’s steeple was in disrepair and
that the bell did not ring on that day, When the British Army came to Philadelphia in
September 1777, Patriots took the bell from the State House and hid it. The bell was put
back in a rebuilt steeple in 1785. Today, the Liberty Bell no longer chimes, but the ideas
it stands for still ring true for every American. Visitors now can see the Liberty Bell in
front of Independence Hall in Philadelphia.

ESA
I P J G R
RESATIKNMT
BETSYROSSK
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GHUIKTHADE
HKNLUERDS

Can you find and circle ail these symbols that are as
American as our Liberty Bell? {Note: find and circle
only the parts in bold print)
The Star-Spangled Banner
Pledge of Allegiance
The Spirit of 76
American Bald Eagle
George Washington
Uncle Sam

Declaration of Independence
Statue of Liberty
Great Seal of the United States
Washington, D.C.
Betsy Ross
Old Glory

This American tradition can be found daily all over the country. It is a
favorite dessert any time of yearl It may be made with Cortland, Mcintosh
or your favorite kind. We even have a saying:
and
<.................. "Su
»lUIXlUyO,
hotdogs,
Oooooo....pie! u hamburgers,
I love pie!
r\ chips,
' \temonade_,

As American as..

Look up the
“Great Seal of U.S,” on
your computer so that
you can see our
government’s seal.
There are 2 sides to
the seal and it is stamped
onto very important
papers and items
to show that they
are approved by the

Enter the Reading Club Fun
°r Gentry,

Book Giveaway

This summer we will give away dozens of booksand lots of Reading
stickers to encourage kids to read. J ust send in this signed
/ Club Fun
form to be entered in the giveaway. No purchase needed.
One entry per person per week. {Void where prohibited by law.)
Visit ReadingClubFun.com for more details. + whjte
Cut out &
mail this

government.
Here is a great
American pop quiz!

form to:

supplies last

Reading Club Fun
P.O. Box 646
Canton, CT 06019

(no stickers will be sent to
children under 5 years old)

Name__
Age___

Circle the correct answer.
F- False
The Great Seal of the United States of America
F

3. is on our country’s flag

T

F

Girl

Boy

City/Town _

State

T
T

Zip

Which newspaper is this?
Grownup’s Last Name__

4. has 13 stripes (up and down), olives, leaves and arrows
5. has a picture of the Liberty Bell hanging off one wing

Grade

First

Grownup’s signature (over 18)
Email address:

Patriotic Music

1. This is our National Anthem. The words were written
by Francis Scott Key during the War of 1812.

How much do you know about the music you hear on
the Fourth of July? (Ask Mom or Dad to help with this
puzzle!) Match each clue to the person or song it is

2. This man was known as the “March King.” He
loved marches and wrote over 100 of them.

•e
*
*

x

4. This man claimed to have been “born on the Fourth of July”

“You’re a Grand Old Flag,” and “Over There.”

(®>*

•£ *

*

3. This is a song that the English made up to make fun
of the poorly dressed American soldiers. It is our
oldest patriotic song.

and to be “... A real live nephew of my Uncle Sam...”
He is famous for patriotic songs: “Yankee Doodle Boy,”

J

A. John Philip Sousa
B. George M. Cohan
C. “Yankee Doodle”
D. “Star-Spangled Banner”

N e w sp a p e r Fun! Created by A nnim ills LLC ( c ) 2008

T
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Street/Apt.

1. assures people that the U.S. stands by items it is printed on
2. is on the one-dollar bill
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b
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955 20th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Bethel African Methodist Episcopal Church

(727) 894-4311

912 3rd Avenue North- St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(727) 822-2089
Bethel1894@knologY.net

Email: mzpmbc@gte.net
Website: www.mzprogressive.org
Progressive Missionary
Baptist Church

Worship Services .......

7:45 a.m. & 10:00 a.m.

Sunday School............

........................9:00 a.m.

Prayer Service (Wed)

.......................... 6:00 p.m.

Bible Study (Wed)__

.......................... 6:30 p.m.

Breakfast MinistrY .................................SUNDAY 8:00 A.M.
Church School...... .................................. .9:00 ajm.
Morning Worship.. ..................................10:30 ajm.

Impact the world by equipping believers

ST. JOHN MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

Yo

(727) 327-1373
Early Morning Worship..................................................................... 7:30a.m.
Sunday School.........................................................................................9:30a.m.

-~‘V

Morning Worship.................................................................................11:00a.m.

*

Friday Prayer Meeting..................................................................... 11:00a.m.

1
Reverend David L.
and Dorothy
Connelly

Sunday School..... ...................................................... 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Early Morning Worship Service... 11:00 a.m.
Monday Prayer & Praise..................................... 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study.......................................6:30 p.m.
Friday Youth Activities........................................6:30 p.m.

“Raising A Standard For God’s People In God’s Church”

Victory Christian Center Church

GENESIS
WORSHIP
CENTER
CHURCH

Pastor Michael T. and
Elect Lady Sheila Culbreth

YOUR CHURCH

St. Petersburg, Fla. 33712
(727) 321-0911
www.victorychristiancenterchurch.com

DIRECTORY AD

Schedule of Services
Sunday Worship*

COULD BE HERE!

1818 29th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, Florida
727.898.5571
Sunday Worship
11:30 a.m.

10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study* -7:00 p.m.

A

Friday Prayer -7:00 p.m.
intercessory erayer - y:UU a.m.

Claude S. Williams, Pastor

/except Wednesdays)

Call for details

Victory Christian Center is a Word of Faith Church. For more information about the
other services and ministries at Victory Christian Center, please call (727) 321-0911

*Nursery and Youth Services Available

Queen Street

t

fi

Weekly Schedule

DIST?
AFRICAN METHODIST/
JJ
EPISCOPAL^RJRCH

Wednesday Bible Study & Prayer Meeting..............................7:00p.m.

fli

St. Mark African Methodist Episcopal Church
“Where Everybody is Somebody”
2401 — 5th Street South
Saint Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: (727) 823-6666
Rev. Keturah D. Pittman, Pastor

.re.a

3200 Fifth Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Rev. Norris L.
Martin Sr. - Pastor

f

“There’s A Place For YOU in the AME Church”

to reach the lost with the gospel ofJesus Christ.

<

lllwj

Bible StudY.............. ..........................TUESDAY 7:00 PJM.
Youth Church....... ........... Mon & Wed 5:30 pjm.

Mission Statement:
Rev. Louis M. Murphy Sr.
Senior Pastor

t

walkins

In The. Promiseo

Sunday
Morning Worship
10:30 a.m.
Wednesday
Bible Study
7:00 p.m.

vision

Church Of God In Christ
4682 40th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL

1732 9th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Pastor Maceo and
Tamika McGriff

(727) 896-4356

33714

(727) 686-9356

Log on:

www.abundant-harvest.org

www.travelwiththechurch.com
(to book your travel engagements)

Elder A.P. Conage, Pastor
8:00 A.M. - Sunday Service
9:30 A.M. - Sunday School
11:00 A.M. - Morning Service

“WaChina Qn

9:00 A.M. - Tuesday Prayer
7:00 P.M. - Wednesday Bible Study

Satqt Jolm frinjitive Baptist Churcli
Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr., Senior Pastor
Church address: 1002 Palmetto Street, Clearwater, FL 33755
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1235, Clearwater, FL 33755

Looking for a place to gain deeper understanding
of your spiritual nature? A place where
your religious background doesn't matter?
A non-denominational church that believes

Church Phone: (727) 443-1861 • Fax: (727) 443-0431
Email: sjpbc@tampabayjr.com
Radio dial: 1340 AM 11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Radio internet: tantalk 1340.com

Wl

Olive 'Primitive baptist dhurch

3001 18th Avenue South • Saint Petersburg, Florida 33712
Phone: (727) 327-9904 ♦ Fax: (727) 322-0409
Church School - 9:30 AM • Morning Worship - 11:00 AM
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting & BibleStudy - 7:00PM

Trinity (Presbyterian Church
2830 22ndAvenue South
St. (Petersburg, (Florida 33712

Scheduled Services:
Early Morning.......................................................... 8:00 a.m.
Church School.........................................................9:45 ajn.
Mid-Morning......................................................... 11:00 a.m.
Mid-week Family Night Bible Study........ .7:00 p.m.

(Promts ecC Vision”

Seek.

YPWW First and Third Sunday of each month after Morning Service

Peculiar People Persuaded fe Perform "Bis Purpose”

CThe

God should be user-friendly?
Elder Benjamin
Adams, Jr.,
Senior Pastor

Theme: “Movers of the Christ Purpose”

Edifying the Church; Evangelizing the Community (Acts 1:4-8)

t Cnp^h^NgrOu^
aggh&aflg igtwibi wa te iSMl
welcome anyone

Mount Pilgrim Missionary Baptist Church
4000 5th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711 Phone: (727) 321-7375
“Returning God’s People to the Word of God”
Sunday School.......................... 9:30 a.m. -10:30 a.m.
Sunday General Worship........... ................ 11:00 am.

727-327-8590

Communion............................. .............First Sunday

Email: trinityp@tampabay.rr.com

Sunday New Member Orientation ..................9:30 a.m.

pastorwoods07@yahoo.com

Wednesday Bible Study............. ..7:30 p.m. - 8:30 pm.

MORNING WORSHIP 11:00 a.m,

Wednesday Prayer Meeting........ ..7:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Alfonso Woods,
Pastor

Wednesday Youth Bible Study......7:00 pm. - 8:00 pm.

SCHEDULE OF SERVICES
Sunday School - 9:30 a.m. • Morning Worship - 11:00 a.m.
Bible Study — Wednesday — 6:30 p.m.
Holy Communion Every First Sunday

The Old Landmark Cathedral
Church Of God In Christ
Superintendent Mitchell L. Bryant, Pastor
4201 - 6th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727/898-8616 • Fax: 727/502-9843
“Grace and Peace Be Unto You from the Old
Landmark Church Family”
Schedule of Services
Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship - 11 a.m.
Supt. Mitchell L Bryant and
Lady Danita B. Bryant

Wednesday Night Bible Study - 7:30 p.m
Noon Day Prayer - Daily at 12 noon
Radio Broadcast: WRXB @ 9:30 AM - 10:00 AM
Transportation Service is Available by calling: 727/463-1120

“A Church of Ordinary People Serving an Extraordinary God!”

Pastor Clark
Hazley, Sr.

Wednesday Tutoring.................. ..6:00 pm. - 7:00 pm.

Mission Statement
Having been led, as we believe, by the Spirit of God to receive the Lord Jesus Christ as
our Savior; and on the profession of our faith. We the people of God returning to God’s
Word, proclaiming, God’s Will in provoking His love among one another.

First Baptist Institutional
Church
3144 Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL
Phone: 323-7518

Rev. Prentiss John Davis, Minister

Dominion Worship Center Ministries
"Learn To Take DOMINION Over Your Life’’

4016 - 12th Avenue South
“Gnin 1 /«»
J

us

St- Petersburg, FL 33711
727-321-8574

(Early Sunday Service........................8:00 am
Sunday School (Enrichment............. g:io am

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship

11:00 a.m.

Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

Sunday Service.................................. 10:00 am
"Monday-Corporate Prayer...... 6:00 & p.30
"Wednesday-Coryorate (Prayer.......... 6:00am
"Wednesday (Bihle Study
and “Family Training Tir............... 7:30 pm
Sunday- Corporate Prayer.............6:00 am

Bishop Albert E. Weaver
& Lady Tonya Weaver
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CHURCH DIRECTORY
BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHUFICH

3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 321-6631 • www.stmarkch.org

Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240
E-mail: bchurch5 @ tampabay.rr.com

Schedule of Services

Sunday Worship Service..... ..10:00 a.m.
Sunday School...................... ....9:00 a.m.
Teen Summit (Wednesday).. ....7:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Wednesday).... ....7:00 p.m.

((God^s House In The City

99

Greater Mt. Zion African Methodist
Episcopal Church
919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
email: info@greatermtzioname.org
Website: www.greatermtzioname.org
Early Morning Worship........................................7:30am.
Sunday School................................................... .9:30a.m.
Morning Worship...............................................11:00a.m.

Rev. Clarence Williams,
Pastor

Wednesday Prayer Service...................................7:00p.m.

Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday • 8:30 ajn.)Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry

Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
"The church with a heart in the heart ofthe city"

Macedonia Freewill
Baptist Church

Friendship

207 - lOth Street North
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

3300 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300
www. fmbctheship. org

(727) 898-9407
Sunday School...............................9:30 ajn.
Morning Worship .......................11:00 ajn.

Dr. John A. Evans,

Wednesday Evening Prayer ........6:30 pjn.

Sunday............. 7:45 A.M. and 11 A.M. Worship

"Serving and Saving

Sunday School........................................ 9:30 A.M.

Wednesday Night Bible Study.....7:30 pjn.

"Helping and
Healing"

Wednesday................ Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life; 7 P.M. Prayer and Bible Study

"Inspiring and
Instructing"

Thursday..................... 7 P.M) Youth Enrichment

"Praying and
Praising"

UfiflYCR

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting, Bible Study 7:00 p.m.
Communion is observed every first Sunday

Sunday

The Rock

The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor

id

Christ

of

Sunday School -10:30 am.
A. M. Service -11:30 am.
YPWW (lst & 3rd Sunday) - 5:30 pm.
P.M. Service (lst & 3rd Sunday) - 6:30 pm.
P. M. Service (2nd & 4th Sunday) - 5:30 pm.

The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

^jlljikthelphta (ilommunitu Cfyurdi

Qvd

SERVICES

Sunday Morning Bible Class.......... .....................9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship.......................................... 10:30a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday.......................................... 7:00p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship.............................
5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class....................................... 7:00p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class.....................................7:00p.m.

(pCace a directory ad
for your church
here today!

vr

Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor
Elder Carson Skinner, Assistant Rastor
1137 37th Street South
Saint Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 321-0670
Bro. Robert Smith

Sunday Mid-Morning 11:00 a.m.

Tvwcr Church

820 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL
Home: 896-8006

Bishop Raymond T. Baker, Pastor

The church where
what God’s word teaches
is practiced!

Rev. Ronald L. Bell
Pastor

20th Street
Church Of Christ

Office (727) 895-4900 • Fax (727) 895-4990

K. Brow n

10th Street Church Of God

OTP

Missionary Baptist Church

900 - 16th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33705

Sunday Morning Service 8:00 a.m.

Rev. Brian

Rev. Rickey L. Houston
Pastor

Wednesday Vintage Bible Study....11:00 a.m. -12 noon
Wednesday Bible Study....................................... 6:00p.m.

a

Church School............................................. * • 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship......................................
10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union..................... ............. 5:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Thursday 9:30 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.

Tuesday

Morning Prayer - 9:30 to 10:30 am.

Wednesday

Prayer Service - 7:30 pm.

Thursday

Bible Study (for all ages) - 7:30 pm.

Jesus Missionary Baptist Church

Church School:.......................

..9:15 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.

Devotion:...................................

10:00 a.m. - 10:20 a.m.

Praise and Worship:.............

10:20 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.

Morning Worship Service:

...........:...............10:30 a.m.

Bible Study each Tuesday:

............................... 6:30 p.m.

Van service is available by calling:
(727) 327-0015
THE ROCK OF JESUS IS LOCATED AT:
3940 — 18th AVENUE SOUTH
St. Petersburg, Florida
Telephone: 727-327-0015 - Fax: 727-327-0021
Office iHours: IVIonday thru Thursday
9:00 a.m. — 5:00 p.m.

Rev. Frank W.
Peterman, Jr.
Pastor

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Our Purpose Is The Advancement Of God’s Kingdom And
Promotion Of Thte Sp»rB*ual. Moral, Social And Economic
Welfare Or Our Members And Community

(727) 896-5228
www.spreadinghopeonline.org

P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733
Wisdom School 9:50 A.AI.

Sunday Services:

Morning Worship 10:30 A.M.

Services
Sunday: 8:00am And 10:00am 1
Wednesday: 7:00pm

Church School.................................9:00 a.m.

Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 P.M. (Wed.)

Praise & Worship Service ... 10:30 a.m.
The Reverend Aaron V. Gaskin................................................. Associate Pastor
The Reverend Dr. Vikki T. Gaskin-Butler................................. Associate Pastor
Finance Ministry............................................................................. James Robinson
Children & Youth Ministry................................................................................ JoyceRobinson

Wednesday Services:
Rev. Carlos Senior,
Pastor

Midweek P.U.S.H.
(Prayer Meeting/Bible Study).. 7:00 p.m.

2901

54th Ave. South • St. Petersburg.

FL 33712

Clerk Ministry............................................................................................... WyvonniaMcGee

“A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People”

‘One Body, One Spirit, One Hope'

\ < Ifca Jr /

Stewart-Isom Memorial
Christian Methodist
Episcopal Church

ii—

1820 Walton Street Street
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Rev. A. Anthony Robinson m

727-327-0593

Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship: 11:00 a.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday, 12:00 noon
and Thursday, 6:45 p.m.
Phillipians 3:14 “I press towards the mark for the
prize ofthe high calling of God in Christ Jesus”

!03 73RD AVENUE

| ST PETE BEACH, FL 33706 | 72:

Sunday^

Corporate Prayer 1030am

YOUR CHURCH
DIRECTORY AD

Worship Service

11W am

Thursday_________ ,

Corporate Prayer 6:30 pm
BibleStudy
700 pm
Saturday

COULD BE HERE!

Corporate Prayer 900 am
Children’s Church Available

Call TODAY!!
Rastor & Founder of Revealing Truth Ministries

gig.

wwWiFeV^lin

ALiWW Jr
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CHURCH NEWS & ANNOUNCEMENTS
New Hope Missionary Baptist Church

New Philadelphia Community Church
"... and where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty..."

“ONE BODY, ONE SPIRIT, ONE HOPE”
us as we pray for the needs of the people

Spiritual liberty from sin's bondage is Independence Day worship theme at New
Philadelphia for Communion Sunday. Paul's letter to church at Corinth will form scriptur

Carlos L. Senior and the New Hope

throughout

be

al background for mid-moming message. Pastor will focus on a Christian's freedom from

Church family invite you to worship with

anxious about anything, but in every-

formalism and legalism of religious practices today. A strong exhortation on a believer's

us on Sunday morning. Our services for

thing,

Our Esteemed Pastor, the Reverend

by

the

world.

prayer

and

“Do

not

petition,

with

the day include Early Morning Service at

thanksgiving, present your requests to

7:45, Sunday School at 9:15 (classes for

God.”

liberation from Satan's dominion through substitionary atonement of the blood of Jesus
will be emphasized.
The Christian Education ministry is making plans for Vacation Bible School. All

all ages) and Mid-Morning Service at

UPCOMING EVENTS

members of this ministry should remain for a brief meeting following conclusion of

10:30.

(Call 727-896-5228 for details)

weekly worship service. Dates, time, place, and instructional materials will be focus of this

MIDWEEK P.U.S.H.

• July 12 - Music & Performing Arts

(Prayer, Understanding, & Spiritual

Workshop, Dr. Cody Clark, Facilitator

Healing)

meeting. Parents are also reminded to contact Pastor if transportation is needed to get
children to Sunday morning Wisdom School.

• July 14-18 - WCBA Congress of

Prayer Service and Bible Study are
held on Wednesday evenings. Prayer

• July 19 - Church Picnic

Service begins at 6:30 in the evening and
Bible Study begins at 7:30.

Won’t you

Baptism will take place on Sunday, July 13 at North Shore Beach. Deacons and

Christian Education, Orlando, FL

Deaconesses will meet to finalize plans for this very important event. All candidates will
be contacted and informed of time and dress for this sacred gathering. The Pastoral
ministry is expected to be present for this blessed ordinance observance.

Thought for the Week: “The church is
not a select circle for a few, but a

join us?
Prayer Band is held on Thursday

spiritual center open to all.”

very much appreciated by all who attended.

mornings at 11:00. We invite you to join

St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church
The St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church, under
the leadership of its dynamic, spirited, man of God,
the Reverend Brian Kenneth Brown, its official staff
of Deacons and Trustees, and the entire congregation
of St. Mark, extends to the community at large, its
wishes that there would be an overflowing of God’s
blessings upon their lives. St. Mark is grounded in a
Christ-centered doctrine that has as its central theme,
a belief that we are a haven of hope, help, and healing
for a world hungering for and thirsting after the
enlightened word of God. At St. Mark, we are
Christians willing to work and partner in unity,
praising God for His awesome gift, His son Jesus
Christ.
Upcoming Events for July 2008

July 7-11 Vacation Bible School; Theme:
“Chosen Champions for Jesus.”
St. Mark Offers ...

Sunday School is held for both children and
adults of ail ages. Sunday School starts each Sunday
morning at 9:30. All are invited to come out and join
us.
Baptist Training Union is each Sunday at 5:00
p.m. Members and the general public are invited to
come out and study the Bible with us and leam “What
Baptist Believe.”
Children and Youth Ministry Meetings are held
every Monday at 6:00 p.m. Children in the
community are welcomed to join us.

Christian commendations are conveyed to Wyvonnia McGee, Frances Cato, and Joyce
Robinson for a job well done. Their coordination of others in recent church family trip was

Sunday School Teachers’ Meeting is held every
Tuesday at 7:00 p.m.
Senior Hour of Power Bible Study is held every
Thursday at 9:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study every Thursday
evening at 7:00.
St. Mark After School Tutoring Ministry:
Neighbors Involved in Kids Education (N.I.K.E.).
Open to all school age children ever Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday from 4:30 p.m. to 6:30
p.m.
DESTINATION GRADUATION Summer
Success Initiative opens June 18, 2008 and is
designed to keep children on track during the summer
months. The program has something for all age
groups:
Ages 4-7 - Wednesday night pajama parties give
little ones the opportunity to wear their pajamas as
they come out to listen to bed time stories, view
movies and participate in arts and crafts and more,
Grades 3-11 can get the help they need in areas
they struggled with during the school year which
include reading comprehension, reading fluency,
math and more. These services are completely free to
all children and membership at St. Mark is not a
requirement
St. Mark Technology Lab: the St. Mark
Computer Lab will be open and available for use on
Tuesday and Wednesday evenings from 5:30 to 7:30.

Mt. Pilgrim Missionary Baptist Church
Under

the

Sr.,

the

Mount Pilgrim

We corporately come

Missionary

SPirit of °°d t0 receive

the Master, ‘Dung face,’ what can the workers expect?”
(Translation from the Message)

Lord Jesus

reaching out and into our community

returning to God’s Word, proclaiming,

building

God’s Will in provoking His love among

Godly

relationships.

A

church family Who loves meeting and

one an°lher.

sharing God’s Word!
We challenge
&
you to step out in faith, believing the
Word of God, Trusting God, for He

ANNOUNCEMENTS:
Saturday> Ju|y 12 at 7;00 p m, Sjngles
Night Out

will do just what He said He would
dot

Saturday, July 19 at 8:00 a.m., Church
Trip (Holy Land) Orlando, FL

Hebrews 11:6 “But without faith it
.
is impossible to please him: for he that

. Saturday’July 26 at 7:00 p m ’Couples
Night Out

cometh to God must believe that he is,

UPCOMING EVENTS:

and that he is a rewarder of them that

Sunday, Aug. 17 ALL SERVANT DAY

diligently seek him.”

Mt. Zion A.M.E. Church
“Let brotherly loVe continue.” Hebrews 13:1
Pastor Clarence A. Williams and the Mt. Zion

harvest hands, get the same treatment I get. If they call me,

remember and celebrate what Christ did for us as we

church family welcome all visitors and friends to
worship service this first Sunday in July. As we

Pastor Alfonso Woods will

In other words, if Jesus is slandered, vilified and

continue this Christian journey, we ask that you share

deliver the sermon and lead the congregation in the cele

calumniated; If His name is dragged through the mud, the

the Love of Christ with someone. Jesus provided the

bration of the Lord’s Supper.

same thing will happen to his followers. The desire always

guide for us to love ourselves and each other, but most

We invite you to come and join us for praise, worship,

to be able to witness for Christ, to speak boldly as a

of all He requires that we love God with all our heart,

prayer and study as we seek to fulfill God’s will for His

Christian and be respected is a futile one. Some will

church. Sunday school begins at 9:30 a.m. and morning

respect us. Many will not. Jesus himself suffered rejection,

worship begins at

and so will we. So get used to the fact that not everybody

11:00. Bible study is held each

Having been led, as we believe, by the
Christ as our Savior; and on the profession
of our faith
We ,he people of God

Be content—pleased, even—when you, my students, my

together as one body, as we do every first Sunday, to
observe Holy Communion.

MISSION STATEMENT:

,
Baptist Church family is prayerfully

The free gift of God is eternal life in Christ Jesus ...
Sunday July 6, Trinity Presbyterian Church will

of God’s

anointed Pastor/Teacher Clark Hazley,

Trinity Presbyterian Church
celebrate a holy time of worship.

Leadership

WEEKLY MINISTRIES:
In need of a mid-week lift? Then stop by Zion for a day
of ministry. Wednesday - Vintage Bible Study, 11:00
a.m., come enjoy the Word and lunch Bible Study, 6:00
p.m., come together to study collectively. Hour of
Power, 7:00 p.m., come as you are for a powerful hour
of song, prayer, praise and preaching.

soul and mind. We encourage your presence and partic
ipation. Our doors are always open and there’s a special

UPCOMING EVENTS:

place for YOU at Zion.

Wednesday evening at 6:30. We are currently studying the

will like what you stand for and appreciate what you say as

book of Romans chapter one. We are located at 2830 22nd

a Christian. As much as we want the approval of others, it

Our early morning worship begins at 7:30, there

July 20 - Lay Organization “Lay Day at Zion,” 4:00 p.m.

Avenue South, St. Petersburg and can be reached by phone

is impossible to be completely faithful to Jesus and remain

we let go and let God be God. The Inspirational Choir

July 21 -24 - CEC Congress, Rosen Hotel Shingle Creek,

at (727) 327-8560.

permanently popular... To choose to follow Jesus ..., to be

will render song service throughout the day. Church

Orlando, FL

a disciple is not to choose the path of least resistance.

School will commence at 9:30 a.m.; we invite family’s

Excerpt from Sermon delivered on (6/22/2008) “Your
Life Is A Journey You Must Travel” - (Matthew 10:24-39).

Jesus’journey in the flesh took him to the cross.... But that

In the gospel reading Christ spells out the cost of

was not the end, three days later by the awesome resurrect

He is telling his disciples just like it is,

ing power of God, life poured back into him; it is that

pointing out that this world is often not a comfortable or

following him.

awesome resurrecting power of God that is made available

to come study the Word of God as we seek to grow spir
itually together. Our contemporary worship service is
at 11:00 a.m. The spirit is always high; Pastor Williams

easy place to live in. Jesus is pointing out that for those

to us by the Holy Spirit. It is the Holy Spirit who enables us

will deliver the gospel message with power and convic

who come to know the love and embrace of God that things

by divine assistance to walk in God’s ways, it is the Holy

tion.

Spirit who breathes words of encouragement and strength

services. Come join us for a time of revival, restoration

to us, lifting us when we fall or fail.

and renewal through the Word of God.

might become even more uncomfortable yet.
24-25 “A student doesn’t get a better desk' than her
teacher. A laborer doesn’t make more money than his boss.

Mount Zion is on the move; get on board as we
Mount up at Mount Zion!

Holy Communion will be administered at both

Thought for the week:

“Love

covers

multitude of sin”

Be blessed and have a Jesus filled week.

(Pastor Alfonso Woods)

Prayer Tower COGIC Announcement Pastor Clarence Welch Celebrates
His 44th Pastoral Anniversary!
Mother Cora Savage, coordinator for the Pastoral Anniversary, and the Prayer Tower Family will be celebrating
their Pastor’s 44th Pastoral Anniversary beginning July 16-20. Our theme for this year is “A Man of God Who is

Stedfast, Unmoveable, and Abounds in the Work of the Lord.” Pastor Welch is an exemplary pastor and has been
a blessing not only to his members but the community at large. Those of you who know and love Pastor Welch we
would like to take this opportunity to invite you to participate with us during this glorious celebration.
The services are 7:30 p.m.:
• Wednesday, July 16 - Pentecostal Temple COGIC, Elder William Anderson, Pastor
• Thursday, July 17 - Bible Way COGIC, Elder Sylvester Reeves Sr., Pastor
• Friday, July 18 - Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church, Bishop Raymond T. Baker, Pastor
• Sunday, July 20 at 11:30 a.m. - Queen Street COGIC, Supt. Anthony Conage, Pastor
• Sunday, July 20 at 4:00 p.m. - East Lake COGIC, Supt. Willie Matheney, Pastor
Come one, come all and let us give honor to the Man of God for the service that he has given to his church family
and community at large. His advice to other Pastors is “All you need is to be faithful to God and he will supply all your
needs according to his riches in glory!”

a
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--------- BLACK HISTORY--------^Celebrating Our History Is An Everyday Thing”
___

________

________________________

George Washington Carver
George Washington Carver
worked in agricultural extension
at the Tuskegee Institute, in
Tuskegee, Ala., teaching former
slaves fanning techniques for selfsufficiency. His exact birth day
(and year) are unknown, yet it is
known that it was some time
before slavery was abolished in
Missouri in January 1865. To
commemorate his life and inven
tions, George Washington Carver
Recognition Day is celebrated
every January 5, on the day
Carver died.
To bring education to farmers,
Carver designed a mobile school,
called a Jesup Wagon after the
New York finaricier, Morris
Ketchum Jesup, who provided
funding. In 1921, Carver spoke in
favor of a peanut tariff before the
Ways and Means Committee of
the United States House of
Representatives. At the time it was
unusual for a black person to be
called as an expert. Carver’s well
received testimony earned him
national attention, and he became
an unofficial spokesman for the
peanut industry. Carver wrote 44
practical agricultural bulletins for
farmers.
George Washington’s father
died in a fatal ox-hauling agricul
tural voyage. One of the supply
wagons toppled thereby suffocat
ing him.
In the Reconstruction South,
an agricultural monoculture of
cotton depleted the soil; and, in
the early 20th century, the boll
weevil destroyed much of the
cotton crop. Much of Carver’s
feme was based on his research
and promotion of alternative crops
to cotton, such as peanuts and
sweet potatoes. He wanted poor
farmers to grow alternative crops
as both a source of their own food
as well as a source of other
products to improve their quality
of life. His most popular bulletin
contained 105 existing food
recipes that used peanuts. He also
created or disseminated about 100
products made from peanuts that
were useful for the house and
farm, including cosmetics, dyes,
paints, plastics, gasoline, and
nitroglycerin.
It is a common misconception
that Carver’s research on products

George Washington Carver

that could be made by small
farmers for their own use led to
commercial successes that revolu
tionized Southern agriculture, but
these products were intended as
adequate replacements for com
mercial products that were outside
the budget of the small one horse
farmer. Carver’s work to apply the
scientific method to sustain small
farmers and to provide them with
the resources to be as independent
of the cash economy as possible
foreshadowed the appropriate
technology work of E.F.
Schumacher.
In addition to his work on
agricultural extension education
for purposes of advocacy of sus
tainable agriculture and apprecia
tion of plants and nature, Carver’s
important accomplishments also
included improvement of racial
relations, mentoring children,
poetry, painting, and religion. He
served as a valuable role model

for black Americans and others,
and as an example of the impor
tance of hard work, a positive
attitude, and a good education. His
humility, humanitarianism, good
nature, frugality, and lack of
economic materialism also have
been admired widely.
One of his most important
roles was in undermining, through
the fame ofhis achievements and
many talents, the widespread
stereotype of the time that the
black race was intellectually
inferior to the white race. In 1941,
Time magazine dubbed him a
“Black Leonardo,” a reference to
the white polymath Leonardo da
Vinci.
National Basketball Assoc,
star David Robinson and his wife,
Valerie, founded an academy
named after Carver; it opened on
September 17, 2001, in San
Antonio, Texas.

Robert B. Elliott
Robert Brown Elliott was an
African-American member of the
United
States
House
of
Representatives from South
Carolina.
Bom in Liverpool, England,
he graduated from Eton College
in 1859, and served in the English
Royal Navy. He moved to South
Carolina in 1867 and established
a law practice. Elliott helped
organize the local Republican
Party and served at the state con
stitutional convention. In 1868 he
was elected to the South Carolina
House of Representatives. Tha
next year he was appointed
assistant adjutant-general; > He
was the first African-American
commanding general of the South
Carolina National Guard. As part
ofhis job, he helped form a state
militia to fight the Ku Klux Klan.
Elliott was elected as a
Republican to the 42nd and 43rd
United States Congress. He
“delivered a celebrated speech in
favor of the CivU Rights Act of
1875. He resigned on Nov. 1,
1874, to fight political corruption
in South Carolina. He served

once more as a member of the
State House of Representatives,
where he was elected as Speaker
of the House.
In 1876, he was elected South

the 41 ’’SUfrl 42'’*’

Carolina
attorney
general.
However, Reconstruction ended
that year and he was forced out of
office. He set up a private law
practice in New Orleans.

of th« Uftrisd Stales

"First Colored Senator and Representatives in the
41 st and 42nd Congress of the United States."
(Left to right) Senator Hiram Revels of Mississippi,
Representatives Benjamin Turner of Alabama,
Robert DeLarge of South Carolina, Josiah Walls of Florida,
Jefferson Long of Georgia, Joseph Rainey and
Robert B. Elliot of South Carolina.

Source: Wikipedia Free Library

John Mercer Langston
Republican congress
man Philemon Bliss
and was admitted to
the Ohio bar in 1854.
He became
actively involved in
the Abolitionism
movement, organizing anti-slavery
societies locally and
at the state level. He
helped runaway
slaves to escape to the
North along the
Ohio part of the
Underground
Railroad. He was a
found ing member and
president
of the
National Equal Rights
League, which fought
for black voting
rights.
John Mercer Langston
During the Civil
War, Langston
John Mercer Langston was recruited African Americans to
an American abolitionist and fight for the Union Army,
U.S.
Congressman
from enlisting hundreds of men for
•Virginia. He was one of the first duty in the Massachusetts 54th
black people in the United States
and 55th regiments and for
elected to public office when in Ohio’s first black regiment. After
1855 he was elected as a tQwn the war, he was appointed
clerk in Ohio.
inspector general for the
Langston was bom in Louisa Freedmen’s Bureau, a Federal
County, Va., the son of Ralph organization that assisted freed
Quarles, a white plantation
slaves.
owner, and Lucy Langston,
Langston moved to
emancipated by her husband, of Washington, D.C., in 1868 to
mixed African and Native
establish and serve as dean of
American background. After his
Howard University’s law school;
parents died when Langston was the first black law school ih the
five, he and his brothers, one of country. He was appointed
whom was named Charles acting president of the school in
Henry Langston, moved to
1872, and he was the vice
Oberlin, Ohio, to live with president of the school as well.
family friends. He enrolled in He was rejected as president of
Oberlin College at the age of 14 Howard Law s School by a
and earned bachelor’s and committee who refused to
master’s degrees from the insti disclose the reason, but it was
tution. Denied admission into probably because ofhis race and
law school, most likely because
integration ideas. He was
of his race, Langston then appointed by President Ulysses
studied law under attorney and

S. Grant a member of the Board
of Health of the District of
Columbia, and was elected its
secretary in 1875. In l877>
Langston left to become U.S'.
Minister to Haiti; he also served
as charge d’affaires to the
Dominican Republic starting ih
1884. He returned to Virginia in
1885 and was named the first
president ofVirginia Normal and
Collegiate
Institute
(now
Virginia State University).
In 1888, urged by fellow
Republicans, black and white, he
ran for a seat in the U.S. House
of Representatives
as
a
Republican. He lost to his
Democratic opponent, but
contested the results of the
election. After an l8-month
fight, he was declared the winner
and given the seat in Congress.
He served for the remaining six
months of the term, and then lost
his bid for reelection. Langston
was the first black person elected
to Congress from Virginia, and
he was the only one for another
century.
Oklahoma’s Langston
University is named in his honor,
as is the John Mercer Langston
Bar Association in Columbus,
Ohio; Langston Middle School
in Oberlin, Ohio; the former
John Mercer Langston High
School in Danville, Virginia; and
John M. Langston High School
Continuation Program in
Arlington, Va. He was a member
of the board of trustees of Saint
Paul’s College in Lawrenceville,
Va., founded in 1888 as the St.
Paul Normal and Industrial
School, and incorporated by the
General Assembly on March 4,
1890. His house in Oberlin is a
National Historic Landmark.
Langston was the greatuncle of poet Langston Hughes.*

Lt. Col. Charles Dryden
ATLANTA (AP) including Dryden —tLt. Col. Charles
gathered in Washington
“Chuck” Dryden, one
for the ceremony in
of the first of the pio
March 2007. While
neering black World
attending the Washington
War II pilots known as
gathering, Dryden told
the Tuskegee Airmen,
The Associated .Presp
has died of natural
that he had mixed
causes at age 87.
feelings about the
“He was not just
event, since it came sp
a part of American
many years after the
history; he helped to
war. But he added that
make it,” said Nick
the
medal helped
Snider, founder of the
convince him that the
National Museum of
country does recognize
Patriotism.
the
airmen’s contribu
Retired Tuskegee Airman Air Force Lt.
Dryden’s 21-year
tions. “It’s really
Colonel Charles Dryden, left, speaks with
Delta pilot William Davis, a member of the
military career included
something,” he said.
Organization
of
Black
Airline
Pilots,
before
combat missions in
He recalled that
leaving the Atlanta airport. The first black
after returning from his
Korea and assignments
Air Force unit will finally received national
in Japan, Germany and
overseas service, he
recognition for fighting a double war — one
U.S. bases. He retired
was stationed ih
against the Nazis abroad, the other against
from the Air Force 5n
Walterboro, S.C., where
racial segregation at "home.
he saw German
1962. About 1,000
pilots trained as a segre
prisoners of war get
the
famed
99th
Pursuit
Squadron
privileges
in theaters and cafete
gated Army Air Corps unit at the
and later the 332nd Fighter rias that were denied to black
Tuskegee Army Flying School
Group, which served in North soldiers.
in Alabama during World War II.
Dryden was selected for Africa and Italy.
Dryden was bom in 1920 in
His P-40 airplane was New York City to Jamaican
aviation cadet training at
Tuskegee in August 1941, only a nicknamed “A-Train,” and parents. He earned a bachelor’s
month after the program began Dryden titled his autobiography degree in political science from
“A-Train: Memoirs of a Hofstra University and a
and four months before the U.S.
entered World War II. He was Tuskegee Airman.” It was master’s degree in public law
one of three men commissioned published by the University of and government from Columbia
in April 1942 as a second lieu Alabama Press in 1997.
University.
Last year, President Bush
tenant. Just five .pilots had
In 1998, Dryden was
earned their wings in the
and Congress awarded the
inducted into the Georgia
program ahead of Dryden’s class Tuskegee Airmen the Aviation Hall of Fame. He was
of three.
Congressional Gold Medal.
also a professor of air science at
Dryden was a member of Some 300 surviving airmen — Howard University.
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Have You Seen A
Glaucoma Specialist?

American Heart
Association.

j American Sroke
Association.

POWER TO END STROKE.

• Glaucoma is the #1 cause of blindness among
African-Americans

You are the fbwer

• 80% of Glaucoma blindness can be prevented
• One half of all Glaucoma patients don’t know they have it

Call Now for your complimentary
glaucoma screening through July
(727)581-8706

Kevin C Greenidge, MD, MPH, FACS
board-certified, fellowship-trained glaucoma
specialist with 27 years of clinical and surgical
experience in complicated glaucoma cases.

Eve Institute
Of West FloRidA

The

Better Vision~Our Specialty

St. Petersburg, Largo, Clearwater

Faith Cathedral
International Church
^ Services at

varnerine A. Hickman Theater

8
$£3$

5501 27th Ave South
|O^drt FL. 33707
‘^27)^66-8469
K*ow the vw3r*»*g Jig*! of ffroke.
«ajraOrfe®®toretha Franklin

■r

• Sudden numbness or weakness of the face, arm or leg,
especially on one side of the body

r.o,B«»x

Him
■Rttterabnre FL. 33733

• Sudden confusion, trouble speaking or understanding

aol.com

• Sudden trouble seeing in one or both eyes
• Sudden trouble walking, dizziness, loss of balance or coordination

Scheduled Service days are every 2nd & 4th Sunday
Call or email church for ail additional services.
Morning Services 9:30 am

• Sudden, severe headache with no cause

“Now Faith is the Substance of things hoped for and the
Evidence of things not seen” - Hebrew 11:1

-888’4-STROKE^

"This is the Lord’s doing, it is marvelous in our eyes" - Psalms 118:23

StrokeAssociation.org/power
Power To End Stroke is supported by the Bristol-Myers SquibhrSanofi Pharmaceutical Partnership. Local support tor Rower To End Stroke is provided by Allegany Franciscan Ministries, Inc.

publix.com/ads

Publix

Just

what you need for a h appy

Fourth

of

July.

Bone-In Ribeye Steaks
Publix Premium Certified Beef, USDA Choice?!

F U • t I X

□□□□□□
Apple Pie.......................................................
All American Pie, Choice of Flaky Double Crust or Dutch Apple
With Streusel Topping, From the Publix Bakery, 28 or 34-oz size

SAVE UP TO 1.80

1100
12-Pack Selected
Pepsi Products
Limit one deal per coupon per customer.
Customer is responsible

*

for all applicable taxes.
.

This coupon is non-transferable.

SURPRISINGLY LOW PRICE

Publix.

Publix Chicken Tender
Half Sub Combo............

Medium
Shrimp Ring

18-Pack Assorted
Budweiser Beer

Fresh Fried Chicken Tenders, Choice of Toppings,

Medium Cooked Shrimp and Cocktail Sauce,

Or Miller or Coors, 12-oz can or bot.

With a Medium Drink, and Dirty Chips, each

18-oz pkg. Quantity rights reserved.

SAVE UP TO 2.00

SAVE UP TO .50

SAVE UP TO 10.99

(12-Pack Miller High Life or Miller High Life

Good through July 9
for July 3,2008 ad effective date stores.

Prices effective Thursday, July 3 through Wednesday, July 9,2008.
Only in the Following Counties: Sumter, Lake, Polk and Osceola. Prices not effective at Publix Sabor. Quantity rights reserved.

Light Beer, 12-oz can or bot.... 5.99)

1129

